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transformers-insanity	·	3	months	ago	Text	Ask:	Aight,	we’re	getting	the	hint	that	you	want	Transformers	asks.	So,	how	about	the	reader	gets	in	an	accident	while	skateboarding	home	and	the	team	gets	concerned.	TFP	please?	~~~	It	was	well	known	at	base	that	you	liked	to	skateboard.	After	you	were	done	with	what	needed	to	be	done	whether	that
was	school	or	work,	you	spent	your	time	learning	new	tricks	and	practicing	old	ones	at	the	skate	park	or	in	one	of	the	bases	many	empty	rooms.	It	was	a	harsh	stereotype	that	skaters	were	all	slackers	or	smokers,	when	in	fact	most	skaters	were	just	very	chill	and	accepting	people	with	a	slightly	dangerous	hobby.	Skateboarding	is	actually	how	you
met	the	bots.	When	you	were	hanging	out	late	at	the	skate	park	unable	to	sleep	and	using	a	flashlight	to	see	as	you	practiced,	you	heard	weird	noises	echoing	through	the	night.	Getting	out	of	the	skating	bowl	and	walking	out	onto	the	street	your	flashlight	reflected	off	metal	before	you	caught	a	con	midtransformation.	You	stood	there	in	shock	taking
it	in	before	you	watched	a	bot	punch	their	lights	out.	It	was	than	that	Bumblebee	saw	you	and	you	backed	up	before	dropping	your	flashlight	and	taking	off	on	your	board	as	fast	as	you	could.	That	was	a	couple	months	ago	and	after	a	terrifying	car	chase	where	the	young	scout	kidnapped	you	and	took	you	to	base	to	explain,	you	learned	about	the
autobots	and	who	they	were.	Now	thanks	to	your	passion	you	were	apart	of	their	human	connections.	...	Ratchet	hummed	his	digits	typing	against	the	monitor	as	he	waited	for	you	to	enter	the	base.	School	had	ended	and	the	bots	had	already	brought	the	other	kids	here	but	you	were	no	where	to	be	found.	You	weren't	always	on	time	but	you	always
tried	to	be	punctual	and	Rachet	had	it	marked	on	his	hub	that	you	were	supposed	to	be	here	about	half	an	hour	ago.	Tapping	on	his	computer	keys	nervously	he	looks	to	the	entrance	hoping	you'd	skate	through	and	ease	his	ever-growing	anxiety.	The	old	mech	would	never	say	it	outloud	but	he	worried	about	you	more	than	the	other	humans.	What
with	your	slightly	more	mature	grasp	on	the	war	and	the	adrenaline	inducing	activities	you	did	to	burn	off	steam.	Extreme	sports	were	called	extreme	for	a	reason...	"Hey	Ratch	has	(Y/N)	checked	in?	They	promised	to	show	me	a	move	if	I	brought	padding!"	Looking	over	Ratchet	paused	as	he	saw	Miko	leaning	precariously	over	the	railing.	She	was
indeed	covered	in	saftey	gear	something	he	never	thought	he'd	see	her	in.	A	black	helmet	with	a	white	lightning	bolt	and	rock	music	stickers	covered	her	head,	a	gift	you'd	given	her	awhile	back	when	she	showed	interest	in	your	"sport".	"No	they	haven't."	He	responded	quickly	before	looking	back	to	his	screen	trying	to	focus	depsite	the	lurking
thought	something	had	happened	to	you.	You	were	swapped	around	with	the	bots	a	lot.	Your	guardian	not	really	decided	on	but	Ratchet	held	the	unofficial	title	even	if	he	didn't	always	drive	you.	You	often	skated	or	biked	to	base	to	save	the	bots	a	trip,	always	informing	them	ahead	of	time	if	you	were	on	your	way	or	if	you	were	going	to	be	late.	But	so
far	it	was	radio	silence	on	your	end.	"None	of	us	have	reception	here.	Could	you	call	them?	Pretty	please!"	Miko	begs	and	Ratchet	stutters	his	optics	unsure.	He	didn't	want	to	admit	he'd	already	texted	once	or	twice.	If	he	continued	to	pester	you	may	get	distracted.	"Yeah	their	not	usually	this	late.	They	promised	to	help	me	with	some	personal	stuff."
Jack	says	before	rubbing	the	back	of	his	neck	and	glancing	away.	That	girl	Sierra	Ratchet	recalled.	Jack	had	been	going	to	you	for	advice	lately	since	you	seemed	to	have	a	good	past	with	such	ordeals.	Human	relations	so	strange	to	the	medic	and	yet	each	human	held	a	special	place	in	his	spark.	"We	had	a	video	game	session	planned	too.	They	were
gonna	show	me	a	secret	level	they	found."	Raf	explains	holding	up	the	game	systems	remote	as	he	stared	at	the	screen	waiting	patiently.	Ratchet	grunts	before	grabbing	his	nasal	ridge.	You	had	become	an	older	sibling	to	the	kids.	They	looked	up	to	you	and	often	they	relied	on	you	for	things	the	bots	couldn't	provide.	It	was	a	welcome	relief	when	you
were	here	but	when	you	were	busy	they	went	back	to	pestering	him.	"Hmmm..."	Ratchet	calls	your	cellphone	giving	into	the	kids	demands	as	his	own	processor	burns	with	curiosity	about	where	your	at.	But	several	rings	later	and	you	don't	answer.	He's	not	sure	how	to	feel	about	that.	"Maybe	their	busy	or	on	their	way.	They	aren't	answering	their
phone	so	it	must	be	dead	or	their	out	of	range."	He	states	as	you	ALWAYS	answered.	The	kids	whine	disappointed	but	go	back	to	their	own	activities	keeping	themselves	occupied	at	they	wait	for	you.	His	digits	tap	against	his	desk	and	he	has	an	uneasy	feeling	in	his	tanks.	Something	is	wrong.	A	beep	sounds	from	his	computer	and	Ratchet	frowns	as
he	sees	it's	a	message	from	Nurse	Darby.	Honestly	the	woman	could	be	worse	than	Arcee	and	himself	in	her	hovering.	"Jack	your	mother	sent..."	Clicking	on	it	Ratchet	stumbles	back	before	dropping	the	tool	he'd	had	in	his	servo.	It	clatters	to	the	ground	as	the	mech	vents	in	air	looking	panicked.	His	optics	dilate	as	he	slowly	falls	to	the	ground.	The
words	accident,	(Y/N),	and	Knockout	make	his	plating	shake	as	stares	in	shock	and	hatred	at	his	screen	from	the	floor.	"Yooo	Ratchet	what's	wrong?"	Miko	questions	seeing	the	bot	on	the	ground.	Transforming	the	medic	took	off	without	another	word,	siren	blaring	loudly	as	he	rolled	down	the	endless	Nevada	road.	Had	it	been	this	long	of	a	drive
before?	He	didn't	know	and	he	didn't	care	as	he	sped	up	towards	the	hospital.	You	needed	him	and	he	needed	you	to	be	okay.	The	team	began	to	blow	up	his	comm	as	he	continues	towards	the	hospital	where	your	at	but	he	ignores	them	focusing	solely	on	calling	Jacks	mom.	As	the	click	enters	his	cab	his	voice	shakes.	"A-are	they	alive?"	~~~	You	had
been	wearing	your	full	protection	gear	to	be	a	good	influence	on	Miko.	To	prove	even	semi	professional	skaters	still	need	padding.	Thank	Primus	you	had	or	you'd	be	dead.	You'd	been	heading	to	base	when	Knockout	saw	you	while	looking	for	his	next	race.	You	think	he'd	tried	to	take	you.	But	you'd	dodged	his	open	door	flinging	yourself	away	from
him.	In	the	process	of	breaking	he	ran	over	and	broke	your	board	and	you	were	on	the	ground	from	the	impact	tossed	aside.	He	looked	like	he	was	going	to	turn	around	but	he	thought	he	saw	an	autobot	and	drove	off.	The	"bot"	he	saw	was	just	a	car	and	they	didn't	see	you	laying	in	the	ditch	and	went	on	their	merry	way.	You	had	landed	in	the	sand.
Your	board	was	broken	and	you	could	feel	that	some	bones	had	been	too.	Your	head	swam	with	pain	and	your	vision	was	blurry	as	you	looked	at	the	sky.	That	was	hours	ago	and	you'd	gone	in	and	out	of	a	comatose	like	state	since	than.	The	endless	drip	of	saline	made	you	hum	as	your	brain	was	very	numb.	"..."	You	close	your	eyes	morphine	flooding
you	system	as	you	start	to	sleep	again.	Feeling	warm	hands	on	your	face	and	a	familar	voice	saying	something	you	smile	drifting	off.	~~~	After	a	week	you'd	been	discharged	from	the	hospital.	You'd	been	lucky...	Very	lucky.	And	you	knew	exactly	what	could've	happened	if	you	weren't	found	or	Knockout	had	stolen	you.	June	on	her	lunch	break	had
driven	you	out	to	base	after	the	doctors	had	played	your	leave.	You	had	crutches	along	with	a	cast	on	your	leg	and	arm	but	give	it	two	months	or	so	and	you'd	be	healed	and	good	to	go.	It	wasn't	the	first	time	you	got	in	a	major	accident	and	it	probably	wouldn't	be	the	last.	You	were	still	kind	of	bummed	about	your	board	though.	At	least	Fowler	pulled
some	strings	so	you'd	get	time	off	to	heal	without	stress.	Getting	out	of	the	car	you	grunt	as	your	tackled	in	a	hug	by	Miko.	Smiling	as	you	shift	your	crutches	and	lean	against	the	beige	sedan	you	hug	the	pink	haired	punk.	You	hadn't	been	allowed	visitors	except	for	Fowler	and	June.	"Dude!	You	went	against	a	con	and	you	survived!	How	cool	is
that???"	Chuckling	your	fingers	thread	through	her	hair.	"Some	of	my	best	battle	scars	yet!"	You	respond	smiling	to	keep	from	grimacing	in	pain.	You	were	a	bit	concerned	at	her	attitude	towards	your	accident	as	you'd	almost	died	but	you	didn't	want	to	think	about	that.	Didn't	want	to	correct	her.	"Though	I'm	not	exactly	healed	yet	so	maybe	easy	on
the	hugs	kiddo."	You	suddenly	add	feeling	your	entire	side	burn	from	the	squeeze.	Miko	immediately	backs	away	eyes	wide	in	worry	and	you	chuckle.	"I	have	to	go	back	to	work.	You	and	Ratchet	have	my	number."	Handing	you	your	backpack	you	take	it	from	June	with	a	thankful	look.	"It	has	your	meds	in	it	and	lunch.	I	made	sandwiches	for	everyone.
Please	be	safe	and	do	your	excersises."	She	scolds	lightly	before	cupping	your	face.	"No	more	heart	attacks	please."	Nodding	June	smiles	brushing	some	hair	behind	your	ear.	"I	have	to	leave	but	it	was	good	seeing	all	of	you."	Waving	bye	with	your	good	arm	as	you	balance	on	your	crutches	you	watch	the	car	drive	away.	"So	what'd	I	miss?"	You
question	turning	to	face	everyone.	The	bots	all	looked	concerned	as	they	bent	down	to	be	at	your	level.	"Us?	What	about	you?	What	happened?	Did	Knockout	seriously	try	to	run	you	over?"	Bulkhead	questions	looking	terrified.	::How	dare	he!!!::	Bee	whizzes	as	he	whines	tapping	your	leg	cast.	You	shrug	showing	you	can	still	move	it	but	it's	clear	your
range	is	more	limited	than	your	used	too.	"How	is	your	arm?	Your	leg?	You'll	still	have	full	mobility	of	them	right?	If	that	fragger	did	any	permanent	damage."	Arcee	hisses	as	she	begins	looking	you	over	concerned.	"Are	you	well?	June	said	it	may	be	too	soon	to	leave	the	hospital	but	she	said	you	insisted."	Optimus	notes	as	they	all	continue	to	fuss.	You
laughed	swearing	you'd	had	worse	and	that	you	were	fine.	Playfully	reminding	Miko	why	you	wear	protective	gear	and	how	your	helmet	saved	you	from	some	more	serious	damage.	Your	casts	were	itchy	and	felt	strange	but	you'd	had	broken	bones	before.	Filling	everyone	in	and	answering	their	questions	you	noticed	your	favorite	medic	was	missing.
Looking	for	him,	Ratchet	hung	back	watching	his	team	dote	on	you	as	you	insisted	you	were	alright.	A	deep	frown	was	on	his	face	and	catching	his	optics	you	rubbed	your	arm	feeling	guilty.	You	knew	how	they	all	felt	about	one	of	the	kids	getting	hurt	so	you	could	only	imagine	what	must	be	going	through	their	helms	at	your	injuries.	You	were	doing
much	better	after	some	bed	rest	and	drugs	from	the	hospital	but	you	were	lying	through	your	teeth	about	being	okay.	The	whole	thing	had	shaken	you	to	your	core.	You	just...	didn't	think	they	needed	to	know	that.	"Oh	I	brought	brightly	colored	pens	and	sharpies.	It's	an	Earth	tradition!"	Digging	into	your	backpack	you	bring	out	some	pens	and	paint
markers	with	your	good	arm.	"When	someone	gets	a	cast	your	supposed	to	sign	it.	It	brings	good	luck	and	helps	heal	the	wearer!"	You	explain	hoping	to	cheer	everyone	up.	Miko	picks	a	glittery	pink	sharpie	you	brought	just	for	her	and	although	Jack	acts	too	cool	for	it	a	smile	from	you	brings	him	over.	Raf	gets	excited	to	sign	his	name	next	to	Bee	and
you	smile	as	the	rest	of	the	bots	join	in.	You	swallow	seeing	Ratchet	turn	away.	It'd	get	better.	Right...?	~~~	Weeks	passed	and	the	bases	mood	had	changed.	You	were	harder	to	transport	and	needed	several	checkups	that	strained	the	bots	since	you	couldn't	drive	well	with	your	damaged	arm	and	leg.	You	also	had	a	harder	time	wrangling	the	kids	as
your	pain	medication	left	you	irritable	at	times	and	tired.	Miko	saved	up	for	a	new	board	and	surprised	you	with	it.	You	were	psyched	at	the	idea	that	you'd	be	able	to	get	back	out	there	when	you	were	healed	but	Ratchet	had	gone	off.	Optimus	had	to	intervene	when	the	other	kids	got	scared	at	his	attitude.	Holding	the	present	close	you	hobbled	off	to
hide	while	he	calmed	down.	Things	at	base	had	been	tense	ever	since	your	accident	and	clutching	the	gift	close	looking	at	what	Miko	painted	you	closed	your	eyes.	You	felt	like	a	burden	at	times...	~~~	Ratchet	clutched	you	to	his	chest	working	one	handed	as	you	leaned	your	face	against	his	chest	plate.	His	cold	metal	helping	you	cool	off.	As	you
healed	and	time	passed	you	and	Ratchets	relationship	became	more	strained.	You'd	had	a	terrible	fight	moments	before	about	you	skateboarding	again	and	leaving	the	base	regularly	like	you	had	before	you	got	hurt.	Right	as	you	were	about	to	storm	off	annoyed	that	he	seemed	to	hate	you	now,	the	grumpy	bot	picked	you	up	holding	you	close.	"...
Ratch..."	The	bot	paused	his	typing	humming	softly	as	he	listened	to	you	waiting	for	whatever	you	were	going	to	say.	"I'm	sorry..."	You	choke	out	as	tears	begin	to	fill	your	eyes.	He	sighed	softly	and	leaning	down	he	tilted	his	helm	forward.	You	looked	at	him	before	giggling	as	you	lightly	head	bomped	as	you	saw	the	kids	do	with	their	guardians	many
times.	"No	(Y/N)."	He	soothes	gently	touching	your	recently	healed	leg	and	arm	with	a	digit.	Handing	you	your	skateboard	he	gives	you	a	soft	smile.	"I	am..."	He	whispers.	316	notes	·	View	notes	cybertronian-cupid	·	3	months	ago	Text		Valveplug	TFP	Autobots	What	do	they	enjoy	giving	most;	blowjobs,	handjobs	or	offering	their	valve?
.............................	.......................	............................	Optimus:	handjob	and	blowjobs.	If	s/o	wants	their	cock	milked,	they’ll	have	to	ask	nicely	Ratchet:	He	enjoys	his	valve	most,	but	handjobs	let	him	marvel	at	his	s/o's	dick.	He	loves	looking	at	it.	Arcee:	she	loves	giving	her	S/O	blowjobs	and	milking	their	cock	dry.	She	loves	it	in	her	aft,	but	if	s/o	if
squeamish,	her	valve	is	waiting	for	a	pounding	Cliffjumper:	valve,	but	he	loves	giving	handjobs	and	getting	his	face	drenched	in	cum.	Bulkhead:	valve,	but	he	can	also	do	decent	blowjobs	Wheeljack:	blowjobs,	he's	a	slut.	Ultra	Magnus:	handjobs,	and	is	thirsting	to	give	a	blowjob.	He'll	ask	for	it	eventually.	80	notes	·	View	notes	imababblekat	·	3	years
ago	Text	Imagine	The	Tfp	Bot’s/Con’s	With	Their	Sparklings	(A/N:	I	usually	only	do	three	characters	per	hc’s,	but	to	save	some	time	I	added	Arcee	since	the	other	two	were	already	requested.)	~	Megatron:	Megatron's	very,	very,	and	I	mean	veeery	protective	of	his	sparkling	he	has	every	reason	to	be;	from	traitorous	Cons	to	stubborn	Autobots,	there's
no	telling	what	could	happen	to	his	spark	on	that	note,	he's	also	actually	pretty	hard	on	them	Megs	loves	his	sparkling,	but	other	than	having	to	keep	up	an	image,	his	tough	love	towards	them	is	more	out	of	fear	of	him	not	raising	them	to	be	strong	enough	to	hold	their	own	the	last	thing	any	parent	wants	is	to	see	their	child	get	hurt,	and	with
everything	going	on	in	his	world,	Megatron	feels	that	he	can't	afford	to	be	a	gentle	handed	person,	because	life	will	not	be	so	kind	either	his	unwillingness	to	let	his	spark	slip	up	just	the	slightest	and	constant	hardcore	training,	atop	of	his	overbearing	protection	of	them	will	undoubtedly	become	too	much	for	his	sparkling	in	due	time,	but	right	now
they're	still	young	and	trying	so	hard	to	make	him	proud	which	never	seems	to	happen	truth	is,	Megatron	is	extremely	proud	of	his	little	spark,	and	he	holds	them	close	stroking	their	helm	as	they	sleep	behind	closed	doors,	and	he	can't	help	but	feel	terrible	for	being	so	tough	on	them,	yet	his	fear	of	them	not	being	ready	to	take	on	such	a	cruel	world
over	weighs	those	emotions	Optimus:	like	Megatron,	Optimus	is	also	extremely	protective	of	his	sparkling;	he's	Optimus	freaking	Prime,	it	doesn't	matter	who	the	person	is,	anyone	will	use	the	opportunity	to	use	someone	so	close	to	him	in	someway	or	form	however,	unlike	Megatron,	Optimus	isn't	super	over	bearing;	he's	always	worried	when	his
sparkling	goes	out	with	one	of	his	teammates,	but	he	also	trust	his	members	greatly	and	doesn't	want	to	trap	his	small	bab	from	seeing	what	beauty	there	is	in	the	world	and	instead	be	trapped	in	some	bunker	with	only	knowing	life	from	a	war	wrought	point	of	view	he's	reluctant	to	teach	them	any	fighting;	his	biggest	wish	is	that	they	could	live	a	life
without	a	need	to,	but	he	knows	the	reality	of	this	world	and	waits	till	he	thinks	they're	at	a	good	age	to	start	training	another	big	regret	Optimus	has	is	the	small	amount	of	time	he	actually	gets	with	his	sparkling;	he's	Prime	and	constantly	busy	so	most	of	their	time	away	is	spent	in	the	servos	of	another	team	member	or	more	often	than	not	being
watched	by	Ratchet	however,	Optimus	tries	to	make	up	for	this	by	always	sitting	down	to	tell	them	a	bedtime	story,	taking	great	joy	and	feeling	nothing	but	love	as	they	stare	up	at	him	with	such	wondrous	optics	till	they've	fallen	into	recharge	the	Prime	will	even	wait	there	after	they've	drifted	off	into	dreamworld,	observing	their	tiny	servos	as	they
clutch	one	of	his	large	digits	to	their	chest	while	snuggled	up	to	him,	and	Optimus	can	only	think	about	how	important	it	is	that	he	ends	this	war	Knockout:	Knockout	spoils	his	sparkling	absolutely	rotten!!	A	big	part	of	it	is	because	they're	his	sparkling	and	deserve	only	the	best,	but	some	might	also	think	it's	because	they	look	a	lot	like	a	certain
someone	anyone	from	any	species	can	tell	you	that	any	kind	of	baby	is	always	messy	in	someway	or	another,	and	much	to	the	dismay	of	the	red	Con,	so	is	his	sparkling	he	took	them	out	once,	and	turned	around	for	a	second	only	to	turn	right	back	around	and	find	them	absolutely	covered	from	helm	to	pede	in	mud;	you	could	visibly	see	the	color	drain
from	Knockouts	face	definitely	flaunts	his	sparkling;	if	he	were	a	human,	he'd	be	that	dad	who	pulls	out	his	wallet	only	for	a	cascade	of	photos	to	flop	out	and	every	single	one	is	a	picture	of	his	lil	spark	he	tries	to	get	them	into	taking	the	upmost	care	in	their	appearance	like	him,	but	whether	it's	because	of	their	young	age,	or	because	they're	taking
after	their	other	parent,	they	don't	seem	interested	whatsoever	Knockout	doesn't	worry	about	their	disinterest	in	their	frame,	and	actually	takes	great	pride	and	joy	in	preening	it	for	them	everyone	can	see	the	stark	resemblance	of	Knockout's	sparkling	to	someone	he	once	held	dear,	but	surprisingly,	no	one	has	brought	it	up	to	him,	and	that's	most
likely	due	to	the	fact	that	they	can	see	behind	his	smirk	and	that	he	knows	it	very	much	as	well	there	have	been	multiple	times	where	the	doc	has	stayed	awake	watching	his	lil	spark	sleep,	only	to	silently	fall	into	a	fit	of	tears	Arcee:	Arcee's	another	big	protective	creator/sire	out	of	the	bunch,	but	she's	the	literal	personification	of	a	mama	bear	so	don't
even	think	about	harming	her	child	at	first	she	tries	to	distance	herself	from	her	sparkling	as	much	as	possible,	she	can't	bear	to	think	of	what	could	happen	to	them	with	her	unlucky	streak	of	losing	those	close	to	her	thankfully	Jack	helps	her	realize	that	that's	not	a	very	good	thing	to	do,	and	if	she	had	to	be	honest,	she	had	really	wanted	to	be	closer
with	them	to	begin	with,	but	was	just	scared	to	carries	her	sparkling	everywhere	she	goes,	she's	not	letting	them	out	of	her	sight	for	a	second!!	Jack	was	kind	enough	to	buy	her	one	of	those	side	car	attachments	for	her	alt	mode	so	her	sparkling	could	safely	ride	out	with	her	Team	Prime's	human	friends	might	not	know	a	lot	about	Cybertronian
sparklings,	but	June	does	everything	in	her	power	to	help	Arcee	out	with	her	small	bab;	easily	becomes	another	big	momma	bear	to	the	tiny	but	fierce	metal	baby	Arcee	would	like	to	train	her	sparkling	how	to	fight,	but	she	knows	best	to	wait	till	they're	at	a	right	age	to	do	so;	in	the	meantime	she	keeps	a	protective	watch	over	them	and	only	allows
those	she	trust	to	watch	them	when	she	can't	it's	very,	very	rare	that	you'll	see	Arcee	openly	coo	at	her	sparkling	in	the	open,	but	behind	closed	doors,	she	absolutely	smothers	them	her	sparkling	is	a	light	in	her	life	that	she	at	first	thought	was	some	sort	of	cruel	prank	from	Primus,	but	she	now	calls	her	little	blessing,	and	Arcee	can't	honestly
remember	the	last	time	she	felt	such	warmth	radiate	in	her	spark	as	she	cradles	them	while	they	sleep	~xXx~	399	notes	·	View	notes	weenwrites	·	3	months	ago	Text	TFP	Autobots	Realizing	They’re	In	Love	Pairing	-	Romantic	Category	-	Headcanons	Trigger	Warnings	-	None	Ween	Says:	These	headcanons	can	apply	to	both	bot	and	human	readers!
Optimus	He	finds	himself	checking	up	on	you	more	often,	sending	you	texts	asking	about	your	wellbeing	and	how	your	day	was,	and	wanting	to	make	sure	you	got	home	safely	by	having	one	of	the	bots	escort	you	home	or	by	doing	it	himself.	Or	whenever	he	comes	back	to	base	after	a	particularly	exhausting	mission,	your	smile	is	always	a	refreshing
sight	for	sore	optics,	he	positively	looks	forward	to	seeing	you	again	whenever	you’ve	been	apart	for	a	while	and	it	shows	with	how	you’re	one	of	the	first	people	he	talks	to	the	instant	he’s	back.		Or	if	you	happen	to	be	a	bot,	he’ll	find	himself	watching	over	you	more	than	normal,	making	sure	that	you’re	alright	whenever	he	can.	If	you	happen	to	work
back	at	base,	he’ll	come	in	and	check	on	you.	Or	if	you	go	out	and	fight	like	a	majority	of	the	other	Autobots,	he’ll	call	you	while	you’re	out	on	patrol	for	a	“report,”	or	while	you’re	out	fighting	he’ll	keep	an	eye	on	you	and	leap	in	to	help	you	fend	off	against	Decepticons	whenever	he	can.	Either	way	regardless	of	what	you	are,	he’ll	start	complimenting
you	and	offering	to	go	out	on	an	early	morning	drive,	just	the	two	of	you.	Of	course	his	crush	on	you	isn’t	all	too	obvious,	he’s	rather	subtle	unless	you	well	understand	the	way	he	shows	how	he	cares	for	people.	Ratchet	Whenever	your	name	is	mentioned,	he’s	immediately	listening.	What	about	you?	Had	something	bad	happened	to	you?	Are	you
coming	back	to	the	base?	While	he	doesn’t	exactly	look	away	from	his	work,	you	can	tell	he’s	listening	by	the	way	his	audial	fins	wiggle	and	how	his	head	is	slightly	turned	toward	whoever	said	your	name.	More	times	than	not,	he	has	to	send	the	kids	or	the	other	bots	away	to	a	different	part	of	the	base	so	he	can	actually	concentrate	on	whatever	he’s
doing,	but	never	does	he	ever	ask	for	you	to	leave.	At	times	it’s	difficult	to	tell	that	he	likes	you,	unless	you	notice	the	way	he	seems	more	at	ease	in	your	company,	or	how	he	does	little	things	such	as	remind	you	to	eat	and	drink	if	you’re	human	or	refuel	and	recharge	if	you’re	a	bot,	or	tell	you	if	you’ve	forgotten	to	take	something	with	you	when	you’re
leaving	the	base.	Ultra	Magnus	He	isn’t	all	too	fond	of	the	other	humans	visiting	the	base,	especially	Miko	in	particular,	but	you	make	an	exception.	Whenever	you	show	up	to	base,	he’s	there	to	greet	you	and	ask	how	you	have	been.	And	he’s	way	more	open	to	picking	you	up	and	bringing	you	back	to	base	or	driving	you	home.	Or	if	you	happen	to	be	a
bot	he’s	much	more	fond	of	you.	You	treat	him	with	great	reverence	unlike	a	certain	wrecker	might.	You’re	one	of	the	only	people	who	don’t	leave	him	with	a	major	processor	ache.	He’ll	keep	an	eye	on	you	whether	you’re	out	on	the	battlefield	with	him,	or	if	you	work	around	base.	Whether	you’re	human	or	cybertronian,	if	you	have	anything	to	say,
he’ll	hear	it,	he	values	your	input	and	opinion	greatly	unlike	the	opinion	of	other	bots	(cough	cough,	Wheeljack,	cough	cough).	When	it	comes	to	expressing	his	appreciation	for	you,	not	only	does	he	show	it	but	he	says	it.	He’s	much	more	polite	and	patient	in	his	speech	toward	you,	and	if	you	ever	require	help	with	something	he’s	capable	of	helping
you	with,	he’s	willing	to	take	time	out	of	his	day	to	help	you.	Arcee	Arcee	realizes	this	when	she	finds	herself	worrying	over	you	more,	and	thinking	about	you	whenever	she’s	taking	Jack	out	on	rides	because	these	are	rides	that	she	wants	to	take	you	out	on	instead.	And	whenever	she	does	take	you	out	on	a	nice	ride	through	the	desert,	she	can’t	help
but	admire	the	excited	look	on	your	face	while	the	two	of	you	zoom	by,	and	the	way	the	wind	may	ruffle	up	your	short	or	long	hair	if	you	aren’t	wearing	a	helmet.	Or	if	you’re	a	bot,	she’s	just	thinking	about	how	nice	it	would	be	to	take	you	out	to	see	the	sun	rise.	Just	the	two	of	you	watching	the	sky	turn	from	a	deep	purple	to	a	bright	marigold	yellow
and	then	to	a	vivid	cerulean	blue.	She	shows	her	affection	for	you	through	spending	time	with	you	and	ensuring	that	you’re	alright	through	a	little	check-in	or	a	text	asking	about	how	you’re	doing.	Cliffjumper	Cliff	realizes	he’s	in	love	the	moment	he	catches	himself	admiring	how	happy	you	look	after	he’s	taken	you	someplace	new	and	beautiful.	The
way	you’re	looking	around	the	place,	completely	awestruck	and	amazed	by	the	beautiful	world	around	you,	while	to	him,	you’re	the	most	beautiful	thing	in	the	entire	universe.	When	it	comes	to	expressing	his	love	for	you,	he’ll	take	every	opportunity	possible	to	spend	time	with	you	as	long	as	he	doesn’t	have	to	go	out	on	a	mission.	So	more	often	than
not,	the	two	of	you	will	be	driving	down	long	patrol	routes,	listening	to	country	music	while	simply	enjoying	eachother’s	company	or	just	chatting	about	whatever	comes	to	mind,	whether	it	be	some	funny	tale,	about	Earth’s	many	wonders,	or	something	else	entirely.	Bulkhead	He	realizes	that	he’s	in	love	with	you	when	he	notices	that	he	hangs	around
you	more	than	he	does	with	Miko.	Miko	is	one	of	the	most	important	people	in	the	world	to	him,	and	you’ve	practically	wormed	your	way	up	there	alongside	her.	Now	he’s	talking	to	you	more,	spending	more	time	around	you,	going	to	pick	you	up	first	before	her.	You’re	beginning	to	come	first	before	her.	He	expresses	his	love	for	you	through	spending
time	with	you,	he	also	attempts	to	follow	Miko’s	advice	and	give	you	gifts	such	as	bouquets	of	flowers	or	other	neat	trinkets.	Bumblebee	What	makes	him	realize	he’s	in	love	with	you	is	when	the	two	of	you	go	out	on	a	fun	drive	and	you’re	both	having	the	time	of	your	lives,	smiles	on	your	faces	and	laughter	in	the	air,	and	in	the	moment	of	it	all	he
notices	the	look	on	your	face	and	he	is	awestruck.	Your	smile	shines	brighter	than	any	star	in	the	sky	could,	and	your	laughter	is	like	music	to	his	audials.	He	expresses	his	love	for	you	by	hanging	around	you	more	and	trying	to	make	you	smile,	basically	trying	to	have	fun	and	enjoy	your	time	together	doing	whatever.	Smokescreen	The	moment	that
finally	cemented	the	fact	he’s	in	love	with	you	was	when	you	rode	with	Bulkhead	and	Miko	into	the	base	laughing.	Laughing.	Don’t	get	him	wrong,	he	absolutely	loves	your	laugher	and	he’d	do	anything	to	hear	and	see	you	laugh,	the	problem	is	that	Bulkhead	and	Miko	made	you	laugh.	Not	him.	Them.	He’s	jealous,	but	he’d	always	deny	that	he	is,	and
later	on	that	day	he’d	be	a	bit	weird	around	them.	It’s	pretty	obvious	that	he	likes	you.	The	way	he’s	excited	to	see	you	when	you	arrive	or	come	back	from	a	mission	or	from	patrol,	and	the	way	he	immediately	goes	to	greet	you	and	begin	talking	with	you.	Or	the	way	he	instantly	volunteers	to	take	you	wherever	you	need	to	go.	Wanna	head	on	over	to
the	base?	He’ll	be	right	by	your	home	in	a	bit.	Wanna	go	home?	Sure	thing,	just	hop	in	and	let’s	get	a	move-on!	Wanna	go	somewhere	else?	Just	tell	him	where	to	go	and	the	two	of	you	will	be	off!	Want	someone	to	go	on	patrol	with?	He’s	willing	to	go	with	you!	He	also	gives	this	certain	pouty	frown	whenever	your	attention	is	stolen	away	from	him,
whenever	he	can’t	talk	to	you	but	you’re	right	there,	or	whenever	he	has	to	go.	He	promises	that	he’ll	be	back	in	a	jiffy,	and	then	the	two	of	you	could	continue	doing	whatever	it	was	you	were	doing	together.	If	anyone	were	to	ask	him	about	this	or	if	he	had	a	crush	on	you,	he’d	embarrassedly	try	to	deny	it	and	just	say	that	the	two	of	you	are	real	good
friends.	No	one	believes	him.	Wheeljack	He	realizes	he’s	in	love	when	he’s	thinking	about	his	next	adventure	in	the	Jackhammer	around	Earth,	and	how	he	wants	you	to	be	part	of	it.	Yep,	that’s	right.	You.	He’s	thinking	of	hitting	up	an	energon	mine	and	sending	it	and	everything	in	it	sky-high	and	he	wants	you	to	be	right	there	by	his	side,	devilish
grins	adorning	your	faces	as	a	loud	explosion	roars	loud	and	clear	throughout	the	area.	And	if	you	don’t	happen	to	join	him	in	the	Jackhammer	all	too	much,	then	he’ll	go	visit	you	wherever	you	are!	The	two	of	you	happen	to	get	into	a	whole	lot	more	mischief	together,	much	to	Optimus	and	Magnus’s	dismay,	but	he	doesn’t	give	a	frag	about	what	they
think,	all	he	cares	about	is	you.	Spending	time	with	you,	making	sure	you’re	alright,	being	with	you	is	all	that	matters	to	him.	425	notes	·	View	notes	the-did-i-ask	·	5	months	ago	Text	TFP	Team	Prime	with		a	reader	who	is	Tired	of	Aliens!	A/N:	Totally	not	writing	this	5	minutes	from	11....	Warnings:	Aliens	with	a	tired	human!	Tell	me	if	I	missed
anything	~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~	You	were	done	Like	dude	you	moved	to	Jasper	to	get	away	from	the	Aliens	and	here	you	were	being	dragged	to	a	new	base	with	new	Aliens	You	didn’t	even	freak	out	when	Bulkhead	told	you	to	get	in	because	you	had	discovered	them	You	just
hopped	in,	sighed,	and	enjoyed	the	ride	You	had	met	many	Alien	beings	in	your	life	and	It	was	starting	to	tire	you	out	Like	dude	just	give	me	a	break	for	a	year	at	least	When	you	got	to	base	you	said	hi	to	everyone	and	just	sat	next	to	the	kids	Everyone	was	very	surprised	to	see	a	very	chill	human	Miko	was	going	a	mile	a	minute	when	she	met	them
and	you	just	sat	on	the	couch	and	closed	your	eyes	When	they	ask	why	you	look	so	tired	you	tell	them	You	had	met	many	aliens	in	your	time	and	all	of	them	had	either	died	or	left	You	were	just	so	tired	of	gaining	and	losing	people	that	you	just	decided	not	to	get	to	attached		Though	you	did	grow	to	like	the	bots	and	the	kids	You	knew	they	would	leave
however	And	you	knew	that	you	shouldn’t	have	grown	to	like	them	To	depend	on	them	But	you	were	human	So	you	did	So	when	they	left	you	were	broken	again	Thats	when	you	decided	to	just	cut	ties	with	everyone	You	left	Jasper	Cut	ties	with	the	kids	and	the	bots	and	Fowler	And	you	were	having	a	good	life	in	Arizona	when	one	day	an	Industrial
Military	truck	was	in	your	drive	way	The	only	thing	going	through	your	mind	was		Here	we	go	again	~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~	HAHHAHAHA	CLIFFHANGER!!!!	Let	me	know	if	you	want	the	aftermath	as	a	series	because	I	will	make	that!	515	notes	·	View	notes	bots-and-cons	·
11	days	ago	Note	Do	you	think	you	could	do	the	Autobots	with	a	Human	Reader	who	is	extremely	gentle	,	kind	and	meek	but	has	extremely	Herculean	strength	?	.As	in	,	holding	them	all	at	once	to	save	them	from	falling	to	their	deaths	and	grabbing	Starscream	and	using	him	to	beat	up	Megatron	kind	of	Strength	.Thank	you	.	I	just	did	something
simple	for	this,	HCs	as	you	can	see.	I	just	did	some	of	the	bots	since	I	didn’t	have	the	motivation	to	try	and	fit	all	of	them	in	this	•The	bots	don’t	really	have	a	concept	of	how	strong	humans	are,	so	when	you	lift	a	couch	from	one	end,	so	you	can	clean	under	it	while	Jack	and	Miko	are	sitting	on	it,	the	bots	don’t	think	it’s	weird	•Miko	and	Jack	know	it’s
odd	but	it’s	not	out	of	the	realm	of	possible	by	any	means	•You’d	never	used	your	strength	to	such	an	extreme	degree	before,	but	damn	did	it	come	in	handy	when	the	bots	were	falling	off	a	cliff	•You	grabbed	Optimus,	who	grabbed	Bulkhead,	who	grabbed	Arcee	•You	of	course	had	to	get	a	good	grip	on	Optimus	so	you	accidentally	dented	his	finger	a
bit	because	of	how	hard	you	were	holding	onto	it	•He	didn’t	really	mind,	you	saved	them	after	all	and	everyone	was	more	or	less	unharmed	•Everyone	was	pretty	damn	surprised	by	your	sudden	show	of	strength	and	especially	when	you	started	throwing	huge	rocks	and	such	at	the	decepticons,	aiming	especially	at	Megatron	•You	also	threw	a	couple
vehicons	and	grabbed	Starscream	by	the	heel	and	started	beating	Megatron	with	him,	yelling	something	about	how	he’s	not	allowed	to	hurt	your	friends	and	that	he’ll	pay	for	all	he’s	done	to	them	•Optimus,	Arcee	and	Bulkhead	are	just	wondering	what	the	scrap	is	going	on	and	how	you’re	suddenly	just	throwing	vehicons	around	•After	it’s	all	over,
you’ve	breathing	heavily	and	yelling	at	the	decepticons	like	“Yeah,	you’d	better	run”	•You	fall	on	your	ass	to	the	ground	and	you’re	pretty	exhausted,	since	the	whole	thing	took	a	lot	out	of	you	•Optimus	asks	if	you’re	okay	and	you’re	like	“Yeah,	I’m	sorry	about	that	outburst”	•Arcee	tells	you	not	to	apologize,	and	that	you	just	totally	kicked	aft	•She
also	wants	to	know	if	you’re	actually	a	human	•You’re	like	“Yeah,	as	far	as	I	know”	•When	you	all	get	back	to	the	base,	Ratchet	asks	why	all	of	you	look	so	happy	and	Bulkhead	tells	him	the	story,	he	might	have	exaggerated	a	bit,	but	the	main	point	comes	across	•Ratchet	just	pretty	much	shrugs,	because	“who	knows	what’s	going	on	with	these
humans	anymore”	•He	does	check	your	vitals	though,	at	Optimus’	request,	because	you	sort	of	look	like	you’re	about	to	pass	out	•You	go	back	to	your	more	meek	self	after	the	adrenaline	is	gone	and	you’re	just	a	bit	awkward	about	the	whole	thing	161	notes	·	View	notes	Text					���	-				The	beginning	of	life	was	a	beautiful	thing.	The	youth	of	the
universe	was	bright	and	radiating	a	peace	and	happiness	unparalleled.	The	possibilities	the	future	presented	were	that	of	innocence,	and	dreadfully	naive.	Nonetheless,	the	inhabitants	of	those	first	existing	planets	ate	up	every	crumb	of	the	future	as	though	they	were	starving.	There	was	no	true	meaning	-	at	the	beginning	of	time	-	every	planet	had
concluded,	for	soulmates	to	exist.	The	mother	stars	gifted	no	explanation,	only	numbers.	However,	this	strange	phenomenon	was	welcomed	with	open	arms	from	every	planet	that	held	lifeforms,	anyhow.	Surely,	it	wasn't	that	weird,	to	have	a	timer	located	somewhere	on	an	individual's	body.	Everyone	was	living,	breathing,	thinking,	experiencing,	had
some	kind	of	system	inside	of	themselves	that	would	run	their	body.	Organs.	Organs	were	what	was	truly	werid.	Soulmates	seemed	more	reasonable	than	organs.	One	received	a	marking	when	their	soulmate	was	born.	Commonly,	individuals	were	born	with	their	marks,	as	their	soulmates	had	already	been	born	themselves.	The	marks	dissappear
completely	off	the	body	when	two	souls	meet,	or,	more	unfortunately,	when	one	soul's	light	us	extinguished	before	A	Founding.	In	honor	of	the	stars	that	had	blessed	it's	settlers	with	such	a	gracious	offering,	it	became	a	tradition	among	the	first	planets	to	celebrate	what	some	called,	A	Founding	(when	two	soulmates	had	finally	met),	under	the	night
skies	of	their	worlds.	Unfortunately	those	traditions	did	not	catch	on	to	younger	planets,	and	were	soon	forgotten	by	all	except	the	first.	The	first	always	remembered.	The	only	known	reason	for	a	mark	to	vanish	and	reappear,	is	on	the	occasion	that	their	soulmate	is	or	was	on	the	verge	of	death	(or	at	some	point	dead),	but	had	recovered.	It	was	rare,
but	not	impossible.	Cybertron	was	one	of	the	few	first	planets	of	existence.	Several	hundred	billion	years	of	age,	possibly	even	more	than	that.	This	was	the	universe's	golden	child.	A	place	where	metal	met	light.	The	planet	glowed	brighter	than	it's	mother	stars,	a	beautiful	loving	yellow.	Cybertronians	thrived	off	their	planet's	core.	They	called	him
Primus,	a	Cybertronian	birthed	from	a	star	that	has	dedicated	its	purpose	to	constantly	giving	and	creating.	It	was	the	source	of	their	everything.	Even	their	actions.	But	before	Primus	became	one	with	Cybertron's	core,	he	was	the	second	enhabitdent	of	the	planet.	His	lifeforce	itself	was	the	creation	of	all	good.	However,	the	first	enhabident	of
Cybertron,	Primus'	elder	sibling,	Unicron,	was	the	opposite	entirely.	He	became	a	God	of	all	destruction	and	chaos.	As	the	brothers	were	directly	created	from	the	mother	stars	themselves,	their	mortal	forms	did	not	receive	the	timer	markings	of	a	soulmate.	Primus	and	Unicron	were	Gods,	their	purpose	did	not	involve	another.	The	two	fought	for
eons,	at	the	beginning	of	time,	for	the	future	of	their	homeworld.	Unicron	wanted	the	planet	to	do	with	as	he	pleased,	including	it's	demise.	The	mother	stars	of	the	universe	saw	this,	and	granted	Primus	a	power	to	turn	the	tides	of	war;	The	Matrix	of	Leadership.	With	this,	Primus	gave	life	to	thirteen	Cybertronian	beings,	and	he	named	them	Prime.
This	was	his	first	creation,	and	with	it,	he	and	his	children	defeated	Unicron,	and	cast	him	into	space,	never	to	be	heard	of	again.	Primus,	tired	from	his	fight,	passed	on	the	Matrix	to	his	children,	became	one	with	the	core	of	their	planet,	and	created	all	that	Cybertron	ever	was.	The	Thirteen	Primes	ran	the	planet,	and	it	was	a	peaceful	civilization	for
many	eons.	As	the	first	children	of	Primus,	and	their	main	function	to	end	the	war	between	their	sire	and	Unicron,	the	Thirteen	Primes	never	received	the	timer	marking	of	soulmates,	either.	Unfortunate	as	it	was,	they	saw	no	reason	to	care,	they're	only	object	was	to	rule	thier	sire's	planet	with	justice	and	peace.	However,	happiness	does	not	last
forever,	and	neither	did	the	Primes.	Unicron's	time	casted	into	space	in	a	sleep	so	deep	most	would	not	believe	him	to	ever	wake,	but	as	he	drifted	further	away	his	body	began	to	collect	rock.	When	floating	into	the	Milky	Way	on	the	edge	of	the	universe,	far	from	any	living	planet,	the	sun	began	to	pull	him	in.	Over	time,	his	cycle	around	the	blazing
star	gathered	more	and	more	rock.	Unicron	became	the	core	of	his	very	own	planet,	much	like	Primus.	His	blood,	Dark	Energon,	coursed	through	all	that	was.	It	was	a	young	and	lively	planet	sitting	on	the	edge	of	the	universe,	its	solar	system	isolated	from	others	by	trillions	of	light	years.	It	was	relatively	small,	covered	mostly	in	clear	blue	liquids
that	defied	the	gravity	of	its	atmosphere.	That	of	which	was	not	submerged	in	this	liquid,	was	green	and	glorious.	This	young	planet	was	soon	named	Earth,	and	it's	inhabitants	were	small,	but	large	in	numbers.	They	too,	shared	the	gift	of	the	stars;	soulmates.	Unbeknownst	to	all	that	resided	there,	that	their	home	was	made	from	war	and	chaos.	They
would	soon	find	out,	however.	───	･	｡ﾟ☆:	*.☽	.*	:☆ﾟ.	───	Optimus	Prime	stood	in	the	wreckage	of	yet	another	battle.	Bodies	of	both	Decepticons	and	Autobots	littered	the	lifeless,	unamed	planet.	He	could	smell	energon	over	the	stench	of	death.	A	heavy	feeling	weighed	on	his	chest	as	he	stared	at	the	result	of	his	leadership.	The	demise	of	the	last	fleat
of	Autobots.	Another	loss,	greater	than	he	imagined.	Was	this	what	the	Thirteen	Primes	saw,	he	thought,	his	pedes	creaking	with	each	small,	depressed	step	he	took	towards	the	last	few	signs	of	life	he	could	detect	from	across	the	battlefield.	Is	this	what	they	saw	when	they	had	chosen	him	to	become	a	Prime?	Was	this	what	Primus	saw	when	he
gifted	Orion	Pax	the	Matrix	of	Leadership?	Some	leader	he	was.	Not	only	did	he	allow	Megatron	to	destroy	Cybertron,	destroy	Primus,	but	he	also	allowed	for	their	planet's	affairs	to	effect	other	worlds.	A	sadness	washed	over	Optimus	Prime	like	a	virus	as	he	continued	limping	towards	the	signs	of	life.	One	ended	up	being	a	Decepticon,	who	was
barely	holding	onto	their	spark.	He	continued	forward.	Orion	Pax	had	not	received	a	timer	marking	for	as	long	as	he	had	once	been	Orion	Pax.	It	was	normal,	however.	Their	species	lived	for	several	eons,	it	was	not	uncommon	for	their	soulmate	to	not	have	been	born	yet.	Though,	most	wished	to	avoid	meeting	their	soulmates	while	they	were	still
sparklings,	it	felt,	disturbing.	Not	as	though	they	could	help	it	if	they	did	meet	them	in	such	a	way.	When	Orion	Pax	stood	in	front	of	the	council,	the	Thirteen	Primes,	moved	them	with	his	words	alone,	he	did	not	expect	to	be	a	candidate	to	becoming	a	Prime.	Accepting	this	would	mean	he	would	abandon	himself,	abandon	his	memories,	and	abandon
whomever	the	stars	had	chosen	to	be	his	soulmate.	He	would	become	a	polital	and	military	leader,	and	be	gifted	the	power	of	Primus.	Orion	Pax	was,	unsure.	However	Megatron's	war	gave	the	mech	no	choice,	and	he	accepted	the	title	of	Prime.	Orion	Pax	was	unsure.	Optimus	Prime	was	assertive.	"Ugh,"	Bulkhead	moaned,	spiting	mud	from	his	mouth
as	he	pulled	himself	off	the	ground	and	onto	his	hands	and	knees.	His	hammer	shifted	back	into	a	hand,	digits	curled	into	a	fist	apon	recognizing	the	lack	of	action.	"Bulkhead,"	Optimus	announced.	Bulkhead	lifted	his	helm	from	staring	at	the	ground,	blue	optics	widening	at	the	sight	before	him.	"That	is	your	destination,	correct?"	A	Prime	was
addressing	him!	Optimus	did	not	find	the	need	to	express	his	dislike	for	the	adoration	in	the	wreckers	optics.	Now	was	not	the	time	to	crush	spirits,	as	much	as	he	wished	everyone	would	stop	looking	at	him	like	he	was	Primus	himself.	"Are	you	alright?"	Optimus	asked,	offering	a	hand	to	hus	comrade.	"Just	peachy,"	Bulkhead	declared,	slapping	his
large	palm	into	Optimus'.	Although,	the	size	difference	was	still	noticeable,	no	matter	how	big	the	wrecker.	"I	saw	you	on	the	field,"	Bulkhead	looked	almost	bashfull	as	Optimus	Prime	pulled	him	from	the	sticky	wet	grounds	of	the	planet.	"You	fought	bravely."	Bulkhead	was	too	flabbergasted	to	process	the	compliment	properly.	Not	only	had	a	Prime
acknowledged,	addressed,	or	spoke	to	him,	he	even	complimented	him!	"Wha-	Thank	you!"	He	slurred,	cranking	his	neck	up	just	to	see	the	Prime's	face.	Optimus	offered	a	small	smile,	but	it	was	grim	as	he	optics	left	the	wrecker,	and	behind	him,	were	more	bodies	lay.	Bulkhead	followed	his	leader's	gaze,	and	the	reality	of	their	situation	hit	like
nothing	before.	"This	was..	the	last	fleat,	wasn't	it?"	He	questioned,	cheerful	tone	gone	and	replaced	with	a	bundle	of	reserved	fear.	"...Yes."	Optimus	Prime	answered.	They	were	silent,	grieving.	They	watched	the	red	sun	rise	in	the	distance,	casting	an	dark	glow	on	the	planet.	All	was	quiet.	Optimus	turned,	holding	two	digits	to	his	audio	receptors.
Bulkhead	looked	away	from	the	sky	and	watched.	"Ratchet,	we	are	in	need	of	a	ground	bridge."	The	reply	was	static-y.	"I'm	a-a-afraid	that's	not	pos-posible."	Optimus	raised	a	brow.	"Decep-Decepticons	raided	the	ship.	Groun-	ground	Bridge	damaged."	Even	through	the	static,	Optimus	could	hear	the	pain	in	his	Medic's	voice.	He	must	have	been
injured	during	the	raid.	At	least	he	was	alive.	This	was	a	problem,	however.	If	the	Ground	bridge	was	damaged,	they	had	no	specialist	to	fix	it	properly.	Ratchet	could	only	make	the	technology	work	on	world.	Meaning,	they	could	not	space	travel	quickly.	"Then	bring	the	ship	to	us,"	Optimus	countered,	"and	see	if	there	are	anymore	Autobots	still
online.	I	have	found	a	single	wrecker."	There	was	buzz,	what	Optimus	could	predict	to	be	the	sound	of	a	broken	computer	trying	to	turn	on.	"Tw-o-o.	Two	Online.	Sending	coor-coordinates	now."	Before	Optimus	could	start	his	search,	Ratchet	spoke	again.	"We	don't	hav-have	any	energo-on-on	left	on	board.	Decepticons	to-took	all	that	re-main-mained.
The	closest	planet	with	energon	readings	is	called	E-ath.	Earth?"	"Then	that	shall	be	our	next	destination.	Set	coordinates	immediatelyfor	Earth,	we	will	need	to	find	energon	as	fast	as	possible	to	stabilize	any	injuries	the	last	of	us	have."	Optimus'	hand	fell.	He	missed	the	blue	glow	coming	from	under	the	armor	above	his	wrist.	Bulkhead's	optics
stared	at	his	Leader's	arm,	almost	questioning.	Was	that	timer	there	before?	I	thought	Primes	didn't	have	timers?	He	didn't	mention	it.	They	headed	west,	were	a	mental	map	would	soon	lead	the	two	to	the	last	remaining	Autobots	known	on	this	corner	of	the	universe	would	be	laying,	half	alive.	[						.]	30:7:2:4:23:59:0.12	173	notes	·	View	notes	that-
one-weeb-but-it-transformer	·	4	months	ago	Text	Things	you	do	that	scare	them	Smokescreen	-your	angry	eyes	Hes	absolutely	terrfied	when	you	get	angry	Your	voice	raises	and	its	sharp	And	it	will	cut	a	bitch	Ratchet	-your	art	Its	absolutely	terrfying	to	him	Like	he's	worried	for	your	mental	health	terrfying	And	here	you	are	happily	explaining	how	you
created	a	chaotic	peice	of	demons	eating	a	human	alive	"Nah	man	its	just	what	I	like"	You	can	draw	cute	things	too,	and	pretty	serious	things,	But	god	that	one	sketchbox	you	keep	for	chaos	and	demons	he	don't	want	it	near	him	Optimus	-you're	go	getting	attuide	Gotta	try	everything	once	Like	everything	Parkour,	jumping	from	cliffs	into	water,
swimming	with	sharks	All	of	it	God	he	just	wants	you	to	be	safe	and	like	read	a	book	Ultra	Magnus	-your	job	Working	with	animals	up	close	Like	super	upclose	Your	wallpapers	you	laying	with	a	black	bear	like	its	a	dog	"Your	gonna	get	killed"	"pfft	Magnus	would	never	kill	me"	"You	named	that	thing	after	me?"	"What?	The	bear?	No.	No.	The	Lion	is
named	after	you"	Thats	the	point-	Wheeljack	-your	opinion	Hes	placed	you	very	high	on	the	respect	staircase	Mostly	because	he	knows	how	mucu	you	do	You	take	care	of	the	kids	the	bots	watch,	work	two	jobs,	go	to	school	and	take	care	of	your	siblings,	and	you	help	around	the	base	whenever	you	can	For	that	you'll	always	have	his	respect	And	your
opinion	matters	to	him	strongly	Bulkhead	-your	disaccosiations	Hes	not	scared	of	the	idea	but	he	is	scared	that	you'll	get	hurt	while	in	your	head	Its	prettu	often	too,	Ratchet	and	you	will	be	having	a	super	inventive	and	serious	conversation	and	then	you'll	just	like	cut	off.	Bulkheads	a	bit	more	patient	with	you	than	alot	of	people	are	Sometimes	he
asks	you	about	it	like	do	you	go	anywhere	"Shit	dude	I	dont	even	remember	what	I	ate	for	breakfast	i	won't	remember	that	sorry."	If	you	do	ever	remember	anything	you	tell	him	Arcee	-your	family	Them	bitches	be	scarry	And	they	just	let	everything	out	in	the	open	She	sees	why	you	need	saving	She's	glad	to	save	you	366	notes	·	View	notes
thatdorkyauthor	·	5	months	ago	Text	Requested	by	no-one,	I	came	up	with	it	while	staring	at	my	closet	that	needs	to	be	sorted	out/cleaned.	But	I’ll	do	that	after	writing	this.		Hc’s	for	TFP	characters	reacting	to	their	s/o	or	charge	holding	a	“fashionshow”	with	clothes	they	bought/put	together.	Could	be	seen	as	platonic	or	romantic.		Not	sure	how	to
feel	about	it,	as	it’s	the	first	time	doing	a	HC	like	this.	Have	fun	reading.	Characters:	Arcee,	Bulkhead,	Bumblebee,	Optimus,	and	Ratchet	Arcee;	You	actually	had	to	put	quite	some	effort	to	convince	her	as	she	didn’t	really	see	the	purpose	of	it.	Not	to	mention	she	is	used	to	Jack,	whose	closet	doesn’t	have	much	variety,	and	who	wears	long	sleeves	on
warm	days.	But	as	soon	as	you	show	her	the	first	outfit	you	bought/put	together	she	actually	gets	kind	off	interested	in	what	you’re	showing	her.	Would	most	definitely	ask	you	to	wear	a	certain	outfit	more	often.	Not	only	because	she	likes	it	but	mainly	because	she	notices	how	different	your	expression	is	while	wearing	it.	She	immediately	noticed	that
you	are	comfortable	in	it.	Will	give	you	words	of	encouragement	if	you	start	doubting	the	outfit.		“I’m	not	sure	about	it.”	She	looks	you	up	and	down	before	shrugging.	“I	don’t	see	the	problem,	it	looks	great	on	you.”	She	would	give	a	honest	opinion	if	she	really	didn’t	like	it,	unless	you	do	really	like	it.	Then	she	would	choose	her	words	wisely	or	she
would	give	ideas	on	how	you	could	change	it	up	a	bit.	Doesn’t	regret	giving	in	at	the	end,	she	actually	liked	it.	It	was	something	different	for	once.	Bulkhead	He	didn’t	need	much	convincing,	if	you	asked	it	nicely	and	gave	him	a	smile,	he’d	already	give	in.	He’s	already	familiar	with	it	in	the	slightest	as	Miko	often	shows	off	new	band	merch,	however
she’s	never	held	an	entire	“show”	and	even	if	she	did	it	never	lasted	longer	than	five	minutes.	Will	say	that	you	look	good	in	whatever	you	put	together/bought,	not	because	he	feels	forced	to	do	so,	but	because	he	thinks	you	look	good	in	anything.	Will	also	encourage	you,	but	if	it	really	bothers	you	he	will	help	you	look	for	a	solution	to	help	you	feel
(more)	comfortable	wearing	the	outfit.	“What	about	this	jacket?”	He	questioned,	pointing	to	a	jacket	you	had	combined	with	a	different	outfit.		“I’m	not	sure,	I	don’t	think	the	colors	will	match.”		The	colors	didn’t	match	but	he	didn’t	want	to	say	that	out	loud.	He	thought	it	was	a	nice	way	to	spend	time	with	you,	he	was	quite	awkward	about	it	in	the
beginning	though.	Bumblebee:	He	was	ecstatic,	it	was	something	different	and	he	was	very	curious	about	what	you	had	bought/put	together.	You	didn’t	have	to	ask	him	twice	at	all,	he	already	picked	you	up	the	first	time	you	asked.	He	would	wait	patiently	each	time	you	were	changing,	however	time	did	feel	like	it	was	going	slower	each	time	he	had



to	wait.	Doesn’t	matter	what	you’re	wearing,	he	will	complement	you	in	anything.	Even	if	you’d	wear	a	plastic	bag,	he’d	think	you	look	fantastic.		Unless	if	you’d	dress	in	all	red	with	a	certain	look	on	your	face,	knowing	what	you	did.	His	face	would	drop	and	he	would	actually	point	back	to	the	room/stall	you	walked	out	from.	He	would	still	tell	you	that
you	look	good,	he	just	doesn’t	like	the	connecting	between	the	outfit	and	a	certain	con.	“So,	what	do	you	think	of	this	outfit?”	His	optics	would	go	wide,	he	was	shocked	that	you’d	even	put	together	an	outfit	inspired	by	him.	He	was		exultant	and	asked	if	you	could	wear	the	outfit	sometimes.	Doesn’t	exactly	know	what	to	say	when	you	don’t	feel	very
comfortable,	so	he	tries	to	keep	you	reminded	how	perfect	you	are,	no	matter	what	you’re	wearing.		Optimus:	You	only	had	to	ask	him	once,	however	you	did	have	to	wait	till	the	teens	were	gone	and	the	base	was	more	peaceful,	so	if	there	would	be	a	deception	attack,	they	didn’t	have	worry	about	to	much	factors.	He	was	curious,	his	face	didn’t	really
show	it,	but	he	actually	was	wondering	what	you	had	put	together/bought.		Patience	for	fucking	hours,	you	could	take	an	hour	to	change	and	he’d	still	be	there.		Like	Bumblebee,	he	will	compliment	every	outfit.	However	whenever	he	can	see	that	you	don’t	like	it	after	all	he	will	think	of	something,	whether	it	being	words	of	encouragement	or
something	to	help	you	make	more	comfortable	in	the	outfit.		Has	taken	some	advice	from	Miko,	will	he	ever	admit	it.	Eventually	maybe.	“It	looks	lovely	on	you.”	He	actually	smiled	at	you,	however	he	could	tell	that	you	had	your	doubts	about	it.	So	from	his	subspace	he	pulled	the	jacket	you	and	Miko	had	customized	for	him.	“I	can	tell	you’re	not
comfortable,	perhaps	this	would	help?”	He	quite	enjoyed	it,	especially	seeing	you	smile	whenever	you	were	comfortable	and	confident	in	an	outfit.	Ratchet:		Yeah,	no.	Good	luck	trying	to	convince	him.	He	gave	in	after	quite	some	time,	probably	after	the	teenagers	left	or	when	everyone	was	doing	their	own	thing	and	someone	was	watching	the
monitors.		He	doesn’t	understand	why	people	are	so	worried	about	clothing.	He	does	understand	why	people	wear	them,	but	he	just	doesn’t	understand	why	people	need	to	have	so	many.	Why	must	humans	make	it	so	difficult	for	themselves.		This	bot	will	lecture	you	while	you’re	changing	outfits,	how	it’s	bad	for	the	environment,	how	there	is	barely
to	no	difference	apart	from	the	brand	between	stuff,	explaining	how	some	things	are	simply	over	priced.	“You	do	realize	that	there	are	thousands-.”	He	paused,	realizing	you	had	stepped	into	the	room	again.	“You	look	nice,	those	are	really	your	colors...ANYWAY.”		He’d	stop	for	a	minute,	compliment	you	and	then	he’d	continue	his	rants.	Even	though
he	isn’t	exactly	fond	of	clothes,	he	did	like	it.	The	fact	that	you	actually	wanted	to	show	him	the	outfits	you	pulled	together/bought	made	him	happy.	Not	that	he’d	say	it	out	loud,	but	he	doesn’t	have	too	as	it	is	noticeable.	178	notes	·	View	notes	erinawritesheadcanons2	·	2	months	ago	Note	Tfp	Arcee	romantic	hc's	with	her	little	human	S/O?	If	not	then
I	understand,	have	a	good	day/night!!!	Romantic	headcanons	of	Arcee,	Bumblebee	and	Cliffjumper	with	their	little	human	S/O	➽───────────────❥➽───────────────❥	A/N:	Hello	there	anon!	I	am	sorry	for	the	long	reply	to	your	request.	As	you	can	see,	I	have	another	account	where	I	also	write	anime	headcanons	like	this	one	with	lots	of	requests	(13
requests-)	so	I	hope	you	understand	why	I	late	reply	and	as	a	bonus,	I	added	Cliffjumper	and	Bumblebee.	Warning:	None	Gender:	Neutral	➽───────────────❥➽───────────────❥	Arcee	As	an	Autobot,	I	can	see	Arcee	is	still	careful	around	you	since	she	doesn't	want	to	accidentally	hurt	you	while.	She's	bigger	than	you	after	all.	That's	why	she	is	very
careful.	Hear	me	out.	Even	though	she	is	an	Autobot.	She	is	still	defensive	with	her	feeling,	even	if	you	are	smaller	than	her.	You	had	to	understand,	that	she	looses	all	of	her	partners	when	she	was	in	Cybertron.	During	the	war,	Tailgate	was	killed	by	the	hand	of	Airachnid	and	Cliffjumper	was	killed	by	Starscream.	Because	of	that,	this	is	why	she	tries
to	distance	herself	from	anyone,	she	doesn't	want	to	be	attached	and	then	ended	up	brokenhearted.	Because	you	are	a	human,	she	would	be	more	twice	protective	over	you	and	careful	with	her	actions.	She	is	still	assertive,	even	more	stern	around	you	than	around	other	Cybertronians	but	she	means	well.	Be	patient	and	give	her	some	space.	She
would	open	up	on	her	own,	do	not	force	her	to	open	up.	Unlike	Bumblebee	or	Cliffjumper,	she	prefers	to	internalize	her	feelings	than	show	them.	Once	you	are	over	her	cold	stage,	I	can	say	everything	will	be	worth	it.	Her	cold	personality	is	just	a	mask	to	cover	up	that	she	is	very	caring,	especially	to	you	who	happened	to	be	her	human	S/O.	Hear	me
out,	I	know	Cybertronians	don't	have	knowledge	about	humans	so	I	can	see	Arcee	is	a	bit	stiff	but	when	you	are	sick	or	injured	because	of	Decepticons,	she	would	try	to	take	care	of	you	by	not	letting	you	work	too	much.	She	would	also	defend	you	when	you	are	getting	bullied	by	other	humans	but	with	a	plan.	Unlike	Smokescreen,	she	isn't	as	brash	as
him	but	you	can	see	from	the	scene	of	Jack	Darby	versus	Vincent,	that	she	would	humiliate	your	bully	in	the	smartest	way.	║	ⵈ	ⵈ	ⵈ	ⵈ	ⵈ	ⵈ║	As	she	speeds	up,	there	are	two	Vehicons	chasing	behind	the	two	of	you	with	their	guns	pointed	at	you	and	Arcee.	This	is	your	daily	occurrence	after	joining	as	Autobot	to	help	them	protect	the	earth	from
Decepticons.	Nevertheless,	it	still	scares	you	knowing	Decepticons	still	going	to	hurt	any	creatures	that	are	weaker	than	them,	including	you.	To	protect	yourself	as	you	join	Autobot,	you	would	never	forget	to	bring	a	gun	with	you	inside	of	your	pocket.	Carefully	pulling	it	out,	you	pulled	the	trigger	as	the	hole	of	the	gun	faced	the	violet	coloured	cars.
Even	though	it	did;t	do	much	like	you	hope,	it	was	at	least	helping	you	a	little	bit	because	the	Vehicons	would	dodge	as	they	were	distracted	and	their	laser	would	miss.	"Thanks,	(Y/N).	Now	hold	on	tight,	Ratchet	is	going	to	send	us	a	ground	bridge	over	there,'	Arcee	says.	You	nod	softly	as	you	hold	the	handle	of	the	motorcycle	harder	and	get	ready.	In
front	of	you,	there	was	a	tall	wall	that	are	blocking	the	position	of	the	ground	bridge.	As	she	was	getting	faster,	there	were	shotgun	and	laser	sounds	shooting	near	her.	"HANG	ON!"	Arcee	screams.	As	she	was	getting	faster,	there	are	enormous	ramps	on	the	corner	and	the	motorcycle	sped	off,	flying	into	the	air	as	the	ground	bridge	appear	on	the
back.	Seeing	the	laser	almost	hit	you,	she	transformed	herself	before	gently	holding	you	into	her	chest	and	using	her	arm	as	a	protection	for	you	while	she	was	shooting	the	Vehicons	and	getting	inside	the	bridge	before	it	disappears.	║	ⵈ	ⵈ	ⵈ	ⵈ	ⵈ	ⵈ║	➽──────────────❥➽───────────────❥	❀	❀	❀	❀	❀	Bumblebee	As	one	of	the	youngest	members	of
Autobot,	Bumblebee	is	playful	or	childlike	yet	mature.	Having	him	as	your	romantic	is	like	a	mixture	of	comfort	but	also	intense.	He	is	fun,	friendly,	caring,	and	one	of	the	most	outgoing	Autobot	other	than	Wheeljack,	Bulkhead,	Cliffjumper	and	Smokescreen.	He	would	make	your	day	full	of	fun.	He	would	be	likely	to	ask	you	to	play	games	together	with
you	as	the	two	of	you	compete	who	is	the	best	racer	in	a	racing	car	game,	there	would	be	a	few	time	he	would	cheat	in	front	of	your	eyes.	When	you	lose,	BUmblebee	going	to	tease	you	but	if	you	win	against	him,	he	would	playfully	sulk	and	pout.	He's	not	really	angry	or	sour	if	he	loses,	to	be	honest,	he's	acting	like	that	just	to	be	playful.	Just	like
Arcee,	he	is	going	to	be	protective	of	you	especially	if	you	are	his	human	S/O	but	unlike	Arcee,	he	would	still	let	you	do	your	own	thing	but	would	not	let	you	follow	his	mission.	Would	kiss	the	top	of	your	head	when	no	one	is	looking	and	chuckle	when	you	are	getting	embarrassed.	Bumblebee	is	very	affectionate	so	I	can	see	him	being	cuddly	but
careful	not	to	squish	you.	Would	cradle	you	in	his	arms	carefully	and	not	drop	you	since	you	are	just	a	human	being.	Unlike	Smokescreen,	he	can	be	very	careful	when	handling	humans.	Bumblebee	would	be	one	of	the	sweetest	Autobot	for	a	human	S/O.	Not	only	he	is	open-minded	and	less	judgemental,	but	he	would	also	make	sure	that	you	are	fine
every	day	without	making	you	feel	uncomfortable	or	awkward.	║	ⵈ	ⵈ	ⵈ	ⵈ	ⵈ	ⵈ║	In	the	middle	of	the	desert,	you	were	sitting	inside	of	Bumblebee	as	a	cable	data	connected	to	the	screen	in	front	of	you.	A	two	chored	race	car	driving	side	by	side	inside	of	the	screen	as	the	car	trying	to	win	the	race.	Unknownbeast	to	you,	you	are	competing	with	one	of	the
cheekiest	race	car	players	in	the	Cybertron.	"YES!	YES!	I'm	Getting	Close!	You	jumped	on	the	sit,	cheering	up	when	you	see	the	finish	line	of	the	racing	car	game.	Not	wanting	to	lose	you,	Bumblebee	made	a	banana	peeling	appear	in	front	of	your	car,	making	your	chosen	car	slip	and	hit	the	side	of	the	lines,	causing	your	car	to	slow	down.	Seeing	this,
your	mouth	gaping	open	and	looking	at	the	screen	as	the	title	of	the	game	shows	that	Bee	won	the	game,	"AWWW,	C'MON!	I	WAS	CLOSE!"	You	groaned,	crossing	both	of	your	arms	and	pouting.	"But	still	loose~"	Bee	chirped	teasingly.	"Hahaha,	that	was	not	fair,	Bee.	You	made	me	slip	and	hit	the	corner	by	the	banana	peel.	You're	lucky	I	love	you	or	I
would	tell	Arcee	that	you	made	me	miss,"	you	laughed.	"Love	you	too	babe,"	He	softly	whispers.	║	ⵈ	ⵈ	ⵈ	ⵈ	ⵈ	ⵈ║	➽───────────────❥➽───────────────❥	❀	❀	❀	❀	❀	Cliffjumper	I	am	gonna	say	this,	as	his	S/O	especially	since	you	are	human.	I	can	see	your	relationship	as	a	roller	coaster,	super	intense.	His	personality	is	low	key	like	Wheeljack	but	if
Wheeljack	is	planned	beforehand,	he's	not.	Protective	but	he	is	the	least	protective	among	Autobots.	I	can	see	him	letting	you	join	his	mission	but	his	eyes	would	be	always	on	you	so	no	Cons	going	to	hurt	you.	Affectionate,	I	can	see	Cliffjumper	as	one	of	the	most	affectionate	Autobot.	He	would	kiss	the	top	of	your	head	teasingly	just	to	fluster	you
when	you	are	distracted.	He	would	also	cradle	you	since	you	are	his	s/o	in	his	arms.	Cliffjumper	likes	to	tease	you	a	lot,	purposely	flirting	with	you	when	no	one	is	looking.	Even	if	he	got	caught,	especially	by	Bee	or	Ratchet,	he	would	ignore	them.	Since	you	are	dating	him,	I	can	see	him	bringing	you	around	some	places	that	haven't	been	reached	by
other	humans	and	showing	beautiful	sights.	As	you	watch	the	scenery	together	with	him,	he	would	gently	place	you	on	top	of	a	tree	branch	so	you	can	see	the	total	view	of	the	sky	and	talk	together	with	him.	There	would	be	a	time	he	would	prank	you	on	purpose	by	acting	as	if	he	would	leave	you	on	the	three	and	not	come	back	just	to	see	your	scared
reaction	if	you	cannot	go	down	before	coming	back	and	laughing	his	ass	off.	Would	laugh	harder	if	you	ended	up	pouting	and	sulking,	would	apologize	when	you	gave	him	a	silent	treatment	but	that	doesn't	mean	he	is	sorry	at	all,	he	would	do	it	again.	║	ⵈ	ⵈ	ⵈ	ⵈ	ⵈ	ⵈ║	Sitting	on	Cliffjumper's	head,	the	two	of	you	are	throwing	jokes	to	each	other,	mostly	it
was	a	horrible	pun	but	it	was	so	bad	that	it	was	very	funny	"A	man	got	hit	in	the	head	with	a	can	of	Coke.	The	man	said,	'Thank	Goodness	it	was	a	soft	drink"	you	winked	at	the	red	Autobot.	Even	though	it	was	stupid,	the	red	horned	Autobot	couldn't	help	but	snort	and	laughed	while	he	was	walking	on	your	side,	careful	not	to	step	on	you	since	you're
smaller	than	him,	"HAHAHA!	That	was	one	of	the	stupidest	jokes	I	ever	heard,	but	still	hilarious,"	the	male	said,	wiping	a	fake	Energon	from	his	optics.	"I	know	right!"	You	chuckle	and	roll	your	eyes.	After	those	words	left	your	mouth,	everything	suddenly	went	silent	but	it	wasn't	a	typical	awkward	kind	of	silence	but	rather	the	one	that	sent	a
comforting	silence	where	the	two	of	you	enjoy	each	other	company.	As	the	two	of	you	see	the	sunset	going	down,	the	red	horned	Autobot	had	an	idea	before	his	optics	moved	toward	your	tiny	from,	"Hey	Babe,	wanna	see	the	sunset	from	the	tree?	The	sight	is	more	clear,"	Cliff	offers.	"Sure,"	You	smile	Cliffjumper's	hands	gently	placed	on	the	ground,
letting	you	sit	on	top	of	his	hand	and	carefully	picking	you	up	in	his	palm.	The	gentle	Autobot	carefully	places	you	gently	on	the	strongest	tree	branch.	You	couldn't;t	help	but	internally	thank	the	gigantic	robot	for	letting	you	see	the	first	time	of	beautiful	sight	the	sun	setting	down.	║	ⵈ	ⵈ	ⵈ	ⵈ	ⵈ	ⵈ║	➽───────────────❥➽───────────────❥	❀	❀	❀	❀	❀
140	notes	·	View	notes	transformers-insanity	·	7	months	ago	Note	winter	ask!	autobots	with	a	human	reader	that	had	added	in	a	coffee	machine	to	the	base	when	they	first	met.	but	now	that’s	it’s	christmas	they	changed	it	to	hot	coco	and	passed	out	one	day	from	lack	of	their	normal	caffeine	fix	Lzndldmlcmxkdmdkxmmdmsmsmsmd	Why	is	this	me?
Lmao	~~~	Humming	softly	you	put	in	the	cocoa	mix	before	adding	the	hot	water.	Your	coffee	maker	would	forgive	you	it	was	temporary	after	all.	Closing	the	lid	jingle	bells	rings	through	your	head	as	you	wait	for	the	hot	chocolate	to	drain	through	into	the	pot	you	smile	proud	of	your	little	idea.	You	figured	with	how	tense	things	are	around	base	some
festive	activities	could	be	helpful	to	everyone.	You'd	bought	a	ton	of	fun	things	for	hot	chocolate	and	made	a	Christmas	drink	minibar	for	the	kids.	Winter	themed	mugs	laid	in	front	of	the	supplies.	Whipcream	bottles,	peppermint	candies	and	flakes,	cinammon,	different	flavored	festive	creamers,	fluffy	marshmallows,	and	red	and	green	sprinkles.
Smiling	as	you	straighten	everything	out	and	make	it	look	nice	on	the	counter	you	call	the	kids	in.	It	was	probabaly	about	80°	outside	but	the	inside	of	the	base	was	always	cold	so	hot	chocolate	was	a	perfect	treat.	"Kids!"	The	bots	turned	towards	you	curious	as	Jack,	Miko,	and	Raf	file	in.	"Whatever	you	think	I	did,	I	didn't	do	it!"	Miko	says	as	she	hides
behind	Jack	looking	worried.	Jack	crosses	his	arms	about	to	scold	her	before	pausing	looking	at	the	small	display	you'd	set	up.	Raf	was	being	quiet	but	he	looked	excited	as	he	stared	at	what	was	laid	out.	"Your	not	in	trouble.	Happy	Early	Chisrtmas."	You	hum	gesturing	as	you	sipped	at	your	own	custom	cocoa.	Stepping	back	the	kids	rush	forward	and
you	chuckle	drinking	away.	Hours	later	and	your	with	the	kids	watching	a	movie	and	having	a	good	time.	Laughing	you	stand	up	to	get	a	refill.	Feeling	a	bit	dizzy	but	otherwise	fine	you	lean	against	the	back	of	the	couch.	"Are	you	okay?"	Jack	asks	noticing	you	look	faint.	"I'm	fine."	You	state.	Feeling	better	you	begin	walking	towards	the	food	area
when	everything	goes	black	and	you	collapse.	~~~	Reactions	Optimus:	The	leader	looks	over	when	Jack	says	your	not	looking	good.	When	you	say	your	fine	he	just	nods	to	himself	thinking	that's	the	end	of	that	and	goes	back	to	his	work.	However,	when	he	hears	something	fall	to	the	ground	and	the	kids	begin	panicking	he	stops	and	turns	towards
you.	The	dread	that	fills	him	almost	makes	him	stop	functioning	but	he	pushes	that	aside.	He	walks	over	June	on	speed	dial	but	ends	the	call	when	he	sees	your	breathing.	Your	okay,	you	just	passed	out.	He	exvents	and	carefully	picks	you	up	to	lay	you	down	somewhere	quiet	and	comfortable	as	you	rest.	He's	going	to	have	a	talk	about	this	with	you
later.	Ratchet:	The	doctor	is	rightfully	cocnerned	but	after	a	scan	he's	more	pissed	than	anything.	Your	old	enough	to	self	regulate	with	stuff	like	this	and	scaring	him	and	the	team	even	on	accident	leaves	a	bad	taste	in	his	mouth.	He	signs	and	places	you	on	his	desk	so	he	can	watch	you	and	so	you	can	rest.	He	notices	his	shaky	servos	as	he	continues
working	through	out	the	day	but	doesn't	let	anyone	note	anything	about	it.	He	was	so	afraid	he	lost	you.	There	will	likely	be	yelling	or	something	scarier	(his	complete	silence)	when	you	wake	up.	Arcee:	Shes	amused	by	the	little	set	up	you	made	for	the	kids.	Jacks	question	makes	her	look	your	way	just	in	time	to	see	you	wave	off	his	concern	before
collapsing	a	moment	later.	She	rushes	over	and	as	the	kids	panic	she	keeps	them	calm	before	scanning	you.	Your	breathing	so	thats	a	good	sign.	She	hands	you	off	to	Ratchet	and	is	shaky	the	whole	time	depsite	trying	to	steel	herself.	She's	going	to	be	too	worried	when	you	wake	up	to	be	mad	but	if	it	happens	again	you	will	be	getting	a	lecture.	She
will	likely	hover	for	awhile.	She	really	thought	she	lost	you...	Bumblebee:	The	scout	runs	over	as	fast	as	he	can	and	starts	beeping	like	crazy.	Ratchet	grabs	you	and	he	goes	to	take	you	away.	Bumblebee	begins	to	panic	but	Optimus	pulls	him	aside	to	calm	him	down.	Once	Bees	centered	himself	hes	much	more	helpful	and	asks	Ratchet	what	he	can	do.
The	medic	explains	its	nothing	and	that	your	fine	and	Bumblebee	nods	before	watching	over	you	the	rest	of	the	night.	When	you	wake	he's	very	gentle	with	you	and	will	be	overbearing	as	he	asks	how	your	feeling	and	if	you	need	a	break.	Bulkhead:	He	freezes.	The	wreckers	used	to	dangerous	situations	and	being	battle	ready.	Hes	seen	some	gnarly
wounds	and	had	held	people	close	watching	them	die	in	his	arms.	He's	not	used	to	perfecrly	helathy	people	collapsing	and	he	doesnt	know	how	to	help	you.	He	feels	helpless	as	Ratchet	scans	you	and	becomes	restless	pacing	in	the	room.	He	steps	back	knowing	he'll	just	get	in	the	way	and	Miko	will	likely	have	to	distract	him.	When	Ratchets	finished
though	hes	asking	a	million	questions	a	minute	and	has	to	be	talked	down	by	his	team	and	the	doctor.	Hes	a	softie	once	you	wake	and	hovers.	Protective	mode	activated.	WheelJack:	He	has	a	PTSD	flashback	when	you	collapse.	He	is	in	flight	or	fight	mode	immeidtaley	and	believes	every	second	is	valuable.	Looking	for	blood	he	tells	Ratchet	to	get
prepped	and	carefully	picks	you	up	before	he	places	you	on	the	doctors	desk.	Ratchet	tells	him	your	fine	but	WheelJack	is	going	through	a	bad	episode	even	after	hearing	your	okay.	He	has	to	go	on	a	long	drive	and	just	calm	down.	Bulkhead	ends	up	joining	him	and	their	both	quiet.	He	comes	back	right	before	you	wake	up	and	just	silently	watches	you
sleep.	When	you	blink	your	eyes	open	he	takes	a	deep	ex-vent	and	pokes	you.	Don't	do	that	again.	Ultra	Magnus:	Magnus	is	stiff	as	a	board	as	you	fall.	It	takes	him	a	minute	to	process	what's	happening	and	by	than	Ratchet	is	already	handling	it,	your	life	in	another's	hands.	All	the	bots	crowd	around	Ratchets	workspace	and	Magnus	slowly	inches
forward.	He's	used	to	war.	To	loosing	soldiers.	But	your	more	than	a	soldier	and	this	isn't	your	war.	He	watches	terrified	and	almost	starts	crying	when	Ratchet	gives	you	the	all	clear.	He	steps	out	to	take	a	small	break	and	comes	back	when	hes	composed.	When	you	wake	hes	waiting	there	with	water	for	you.	You	will	be	getting	a	lecture	about	health
and	being	aware	of	ones	surroundings.	Just...	let	him	get	it	out	of	his	system.	He's	doing	this	because	he	cares	about	you.	Smokescreen:	The	rookie	legitimately	thinks	you	died.	He	gets	really	worried	and	begins	frantically	asking	the	kids	and	Ratchet	questions.	He	wishes	he	could	be	the	hero	who	could	sweep	in	and	save	you	but	in	this	situation	it's
just	not	him.	He	panicked	and	he	knows	he	shouldn't	have	as	it	made	the	situation	worse	but	he	couldn't	stop	himself.	He's	glad	when	you	wake	up	and	he	babies	you	for	the	next	few	days.	He	wants	to	lecture	you	but	he	can't	bring	himself	too	and	he's	just	glad	it	was	a	false	alarm.	351	notes	·	View	notes	imababblekat	·	3	years	ago	Text	Imagine	The
Tfp	Bot’s	S/O	Being	The	Host	Of	A	Symbiote	(A/N:	thank	you	anon	for	blessing	me	with	this	request;	i	freaking	love	venom	and	all	symbiotes	T^T)	Characters	For	Ask:	Tfp	Ratchet/Tfp	Bumblebee/Tfp	Arcee	~	Ratchet:	Ratchet	has	the	most	disgusted	expression	as	he	stares	back	at	the	wide,	grinning	symbiote	he	knows	of	their	species,	has	heard	of
them	during	the	war	across	space,	but	never	had	to	worry	about	one	"infecting"	him	seeing	as	how	his	own	species	was	very	much	incompatible	but	seeing	one	seep	from	his	s/o's	back	has	chills	running	up	his	spinal	strut	the	doc	tells	his	s/o	not	to	worry	and	that	he'll	get	them	apart,	only	for	his	s/o	to	shout	no	and	back	away	he	almost	thinks	it's	the
symbiote	speaking	through	them	but	his	s/o	argues	that	they're	a	part	of	them	now,	that	they've	been	apart	of	them	Ratchet	doesn't	know	how	to	feel	about	this;	angry?	sick?	betrayed?	they're	his	s/o,	and	knowing	that	someone,	no,	something	is	so	close	to	them	as	being	literally	and	figuratively	a	part	of	them	upsets	him	he's	going	to	be	honest	with
his	s/o	about	how	he	feels	about	the	whole	thing,	how	it	could	possibly	be	a	complication	in	their	relationship,	even	though	it	very	much	hurts	him	to	do	so	he	can	tell	his	s/o's	thought	about	this	being	a	problem	as	well,	and	even	with	the	hurt	in	their	eyes,	he	knows	they've	thought	of	some	possible	solutions	to	it	they	tell	him	first	off	that	they	still	very
deeply	love	him	and	that	if	a)they	have	feelings	for	their	symbiote	as	well,	then	they	can	try	to	work	this	as	a	poly	relationship,	or	if	b)they	don't	have	romantic	feelings	for	their	symbiote,	than	they	make	it	known	to	the	mech	and	say	they're	kind	of	like	a	really	close	family	member/best	friend	whichever	it	is,	Ratchet's	willing	to	try	and	work	with	his
s/o,	because	even	though	he	can	make	quips	and	grumbles	like	an	old	man,	he's	an	adult	who's	willing	to	compromise	with	the	one	he	loves	Bumblebee:	on	one	hand,	Bumblebee's	very	concerned	for	his	s/o,	on	the	other	he	keeps	makes	whirring	sounds	of	awe	he's	heard	of	the	symbiotes	race	before,	learned	about	them	during	one	of	his	scouting
missions	before	coming	to	Earth	but	was	always	told	not	to	worry	about	them	since	he	was	mechanical	now	he	was	worried,	worried	for	his	s/o	anyways	he	knows	of	the	effects	they	can	have	on	their	host,	especially	death,	so	he's	quick	to	take	his	s/o	to	Ratchet	when	they	stop	him	and	say	their	bond	isn't	like	that	both	his	s/o	and	their	symbiotes
reassurance/explanation	about	their	symbiotic	bond	puts	him	at	some	ease,	but	he	still	worries	and	is	ready	to	speed	his	s/o	to	get	help	should	they	ever	need	it	in	the	meantime,	the	yellow	mech	goes	about	being	his	friendly	self	and	actually	tries	to	get	to	know	and	be	friends	with	his	s/o's	symbiote;	it's	only	fair	seeing	as	how	they're	a	part	of	his	s/o
and	it'd	be	rude	to	his	s/o	if	he	didn't	try	to	be	at	least	a	little	civil(also	new	friend	yay!)	if	there's	any	romantic	feelings	involved	between	his	s/o	and	their	symbiote,	Bumblebee's	also	entirely	up	for	trying	out	a	poly	relationship	the	biggest	thing	that	puts	the	young	scout	off	is	his	s/o's	symbiote's	need	to	eat,	well	not	necessarily	eat,	but	what	they	eat!
Aka;	other	humans!!	he's	freaking	out	and	beeping	like	crazy	as	his	s/o	tries	to	calm	him	while	at	the	same	time	scolding	their	idiot	grinning	symbiote	for	being	a	lil	shit	his	s/o's	quick	to	reassure	him	that	they	only	eat	bad	people,	but	Bee	still	whirr's	his	uncomfortable	feelings	about	the	matter,	only	for	his	s/o	to	also	tell	him	that	their	symbiote	can
eat	chocolate	as	a	good	substitute	everyday	his	s/o	wakes	up	with	their	pantry's	stacked	to	the	brim	with	boxes	and	bars	of	different	kinds	of	chocolates	now	Arcee:	Arcee	know's	fully	well	about	the	symbiotes	race,	but	like	many	others	she	never	had	the	need	to	worry	about	what	would	happen	if	she	came	across	one	at	least	till	she	caught	one	oozing
back	inside	her	s/o	after	having	ripped	a	con	that	had	the	upper	hand	on	her	to	shreds	you	could	say	she's	feeling	quite	a	bit	of	things	at	once;	shock,	concern	for	her	s/o,	and	anger	at	the	symbiote	for	having	chosen	them	as	their	host	are	just	a	few	to	list	her	s/o's	apologizing	profusely,	saying	they	should	have	told	her	soon	but	were	scared	of	what
she	might	do	if	they	did	while	Arcee	is	upset	with	her	s/o	for	not	coming	to	her	sooner,	she	waves	her	servo	and	is	more	concerned	about	getting	her	s/o	back	to	Ratchet	or	Ms	Darby,	but	she's	left	being	curtly	cut	off	when	her	s/o	makes	it	a	known	fact	that,	while	yes	they	feel	bad	for	not	mentioning	them,	they're	not	letting	their	symbiote	go;	not	only
because	they'd	die,	but	also	because	of	the	bond	they	share	this	makes	Arcee	on	edge;	she	already	has	trust	issues	to	begin	with,	and	while	she	is	getting	better	about	being	more	open,	her	s/o	is	her	s/o,	not	the	symbiotes	if	her	s/o	has	romantic	feelings	for	their	symbiote,	they'll	bring	up	the	idea	of	a	poly	relationship,	which	Arcee	won't	necessarily	be
sure	if	she	could	really	do;	she'll	try	but	again	she	can	only	be	so	open	with	so	many	people	but	if	her	s/o	doesn't	have	any	romantic	feelings	towards	their	symbiote,	they	let	her	know	that	right	away,	saying	their	like	a	very	close	family	member	or	friend,	which	has	the	femme	at	a	bit	of	easy,	but	still	uncomfortable	with	their	24/7	presence	which	ever
it	may	be,	it	will	definitely	take	time	for	Arcee	to	get	used	to	this	symbiote	that's	attached	it's	self	to	her	s/o,	especially	after	they	called	Jack	a	tasty	morsel	while	licking	their	chops	~xXx~	331	notes	·	View	notes	weenwrites	·	4	months	ago	Text	TFP	Bots	and	Cons	Love	Languages	Pairing	-	Romantic,	Platonic	(Up	to	reader	interpretation)	Category	-
Headcanons	Trigger	Warnings	-	None	Words	of	Affirmation	Smokescreen,	Knockout	Smokescreen	and	Knockout	are	sure	to	have	you	feeling	like	the	best	thing	in	the	entire	universe	if	you’re	ever	down,	because	they’ll	cheer	you	up	by	feeding	your	ego	with	wonderful	compliments	about	how	great	you	are	and	how	good	you	look.	There	isn’t	a	day
where	they	go	without	complimenting	you	or	saying	anything	positive	about	you.	Physical	Touch	Bumblebee,	Smokescreen,	Cliffjumper,	Bulkhead,	Breakdown,	Predaking,	Darksteel,	Skylynx	Bumblebee,	Smokescreen,	Cliffjumper,	Bulkhead,	Breakdown,	Predaking,	Darksteel,	and	Skylynx	all	like	positive	physical	affection,	whether	it’s	giving	a
reassuring	pat	on	the	back,	a	high-five,	hugs,	or	just	good	old	platonic	cuddles	with	friends.	Acts	of	Service	Optimus,	Ratchet,	Magnus,	Megatron,	Soundwave,	Dreadwing,	Shockwave,	Knockout,	Breakdown,	Airachnid,	Predaking	Optimus,	Ratchet,	Magnus,	Soundwave,	Dreadwing,	Shockwave,	Knockout	and	Breakdown	provide	actually	helpful	acts	of
service	into	your	day	to	day	life.	Whether	it’s	serving	you	food	or	energon,	leaving	your	workspace	nice	and	clean,	or	giving	you	a	lift	to	someplace,	they’re	sure	to	do	something	helpful	for	you!	Of	course	Knockout	and	Breakdown	would	both	offer	to	buff	and	polish	your	armor	if	you’re	a	Cybertronian.	Megatron,	Airachnid,	and	Predaking	on	the	other
hand	provide	“less	useful”	acts	of	services.	If	there’s	anyone	bothering	you,	the	next	thing	you’ll	know	is	that	they’re	gone	without	a	trace.	It’s	as	if	this	person	just	vanished	into	thin	air!	Where	did	they	go?	If	you	ever	ask	them	if	they	had	something	to	do	with	it,	they’d	tell	you	not	to	worry	about	someone	who	isn’t	worth	your	time	or	attention.	I’m
pretty	sure	it’s	obvious	that	yes,	they	did	have	something	to	do	with	it.	Quality	Time	Optimus,	Ratchet,	Magnus,	Arcee,	Cliffjumper,	Wheeljack,	Dreadwing,	Shockwave,	Breakdown,	St3v3,	Predaking,	Skylynx	It	goes	without	saying	that	during	a	war,	it’s	rather	difficult	to	spend	some	quality	time	together	with	someone	you	care	about,	but	they’ll	make
do	somehow.	Whether	it’s	enjoying	your	company	while	they	work,	going	out	someplace	together,	doing	something	you	both	enjoy	(like	watching	a	show	for	example)	together,	or	just	napping	together,	they’ll	love	spending	time	with	you.	Gift	Giving	Smokescreen,	Breakdown,	Airachnid,	Predaking,	Darksteel	Smokescreen,	Breakdown,	Predaking	and
Darksteel’s	gifts	are	more	normal	gifts	such	as	neat	trinkets	they	found	like	pretty	rocks,	or	something	they	bought	(in	any	of	the	cons’	cases,	stole)	from	a	human	store	and	thought	that	you	might	like	regardless	of	whether	you’re	human,	cybertronian,	or	neither.	Airachnid’s	gifts	are…	Odd.	To	say	the	least.	They	range	from	a	beautifully	crafted
intricate	metal	trinket	(doused	in	energon)	to	a	piece	of	jewelry	intertwined	with	metal	(also	doused	in	bright	warm	energon,	mind	you,)	or	there’s	the	occasional	poor	vehicon’s	remains	left	in	the	shape	of	a	heart	(AGAIN	doused	in	energon.	She	will	NOT	clean	them	off.)	Whether	you’re	human,	cybertronian,	or	something	else	completely,	you	will	be
on	the	receiving	end	of	all	these	gifts	for	the	sole	reason	being	that	she	finds	you	endearing.	304	notes	·	View	notes	the-did-i-ask	·	5	months	ago	Text	TFP	Team	Prime	x	Symbiote	host	reader!	A/N:	I	didn’t	make	it	exactly	Carnage,	I	made	it	one	of	your	own	so	name	it	what	you	want!	Also	I	made	it	a	bit	angsty!	Also	Also	made	it	into	a	scenario!
Warning:	Parasite	infested	Human,	mentions	of	blood	and	injury	~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~	“What	do	you	mean!?”	Screamed	Ratchet,	if	he	was	human	his	cheeks	would’ve	been	bright	red.	All	the	others	looked	at	you	as	if	you	were	something	foreign,	crazy.	As	if	you	were	a
monster.		“I	mean	I	don’t	want	to	get	rid	of	them.”	You	said,	your	voice	quieter	than	normal,	in	hopes	that	the	shakiness	wouldn’t	show.	Tears	were	threatening	to	spill	from	your	eyes	as	you	stood	in	front	of	the	bots	you	thought	were	your	friends.	“Th-They	saved	my	life	when	I	fell	outta	that	plane,	I	owe	my	life	to	them,	and	I	can’t	just	let	them	die!”
You	continued,	your	voice	growing	as	you	turned	your	head	up	to	meet	Ratchet’s	gaze.	He	open	and	closed	his	mouth	as	if	to	say	something,	but	he	was	to	mad	to	even	form	a	counter	attack.	“Y/N,	I	believe	it	is	in	you	best	interest	to	be	rid	of	this	symbiote.”	Optimus	said,	making	your	gaze	travel	Ratchet	to	him	in	an	instant.		“You	can’t	be	serious!”
You	said,	your	voice	no	longer	shaky	but	steady	and	determined.	“Aren’t	we	all	about	protecting	life	that	needs	it!	They	can’t	go	anywhere	else,	if	they	do	they’ll	die!”	You	shouted,	now	at	your	wits	end.	You	were	enraged	that	they	thought	they	could	make	decisions	about	your	body	for	you.		“It’s	a	parasite	Y/N!	You	can’t	seriously	think	it	cares	about
you!	It	doesn’t	have	feelings!	It’s	main	goal	is	to	move	from	person	to	person,	killing	each	one!”	Said	Ratchet.	You	heard	them	before	you	felt	them.	I	am	no	parasite	They	sounded	hurt,	broken.	They	too	had	trusted	the	bots,	and	to	now	be	insulted	by	them	was	a	breach	of	trust.	They	no	longer	care	for	us	do	they?		They	asked.	You	thought	for	a
moment,	looking	back	up	at	all	of	their	faces.	Ratchet	looked	as	if	he	had	never	met	you,	like	you	were	a	foreign	object	to	him.	Optimus	looked	emotionless,	but	his	eyes	showed	anger,	for	what	you	didn’t	know.	Arcee	looked	disappointed,	like	she	didn’t	care,	like	she	wanted	to	be	somewhere	else.	Bulkhead	looked	sad,	sad	that	he	had	to	watch	his
human	friend	be	torn	down,	and	he	was	powerless	to	stop	it.	Bumbleebee	looked	the	same	as	Bulkhead.	They	wouldn’t	listen	to	him	even	if	he	tried	to	tell	them	to	stop.	His	eyes	said	sorry,	so	did	his	body	language.	Then	you	answered.		“No	I	don’t	think	they	do.”	You	said.	You	felt	nothing.	No	pain,	no	sadness,	no	disappointment.	You	barely	even
noticed	when	they	came	out	and	rushed	you	out	of	the	base,	the	bots	screaming	behind	you.	You	didn’t	even	hear	them.	Soon	tears	filled	your	eyes	as	you	rushed	home,	jumping	through	alleyways	and	off	streetlamps.	The	few	people	who	you	thought	would	understand	shunned	you,	called	you	a	monster.	You	should’ve	known	not	to	trust	them,	not	to
trust	anyone.	You	had	to	leave	town,	that’s	what	you	had	to	do.	--	The	bot’s	hadn’t	heard	from	you	in	almost	a	week	so	they	went	to	your	house.	When	they	got	there	however	they	saw	a	moving	truck	and	a	few	guys	shoveling	out	furniture	into	the	truck.	Optimus	turned	into	his	holo	form	and	approached	the	men.	“Exuse	me,	what’s	going	on	here?”	He
asked	one	of	the	men.	“What’s	it	look	like	pal,	someone	wanted	to	leave	this	god	forsaken	town!	I	mean	I	would	if	I	had	the	chance	so	just	be	lucky	they	did.”	And	with	that	the	man	walked	away.	Optimus	stood	there	for	a	moment,	feeling	numb.	Then	he	realized	what	had	happened.	You	were	gone,	and	it	was	his	fault.	415	notes	·	View	notes	bots-and-
cons	·	a	month	ago	Note	My	request	for	today	is	the	autobots	reactions	to	human	reader	and	the	kids	wrestling	and	they	think	they're	fighting	bc	of	the	commotion	they're	making	and	there	like	HEY	NO	STOP	IT	but	reader	tells	them	they	just	wrestling.	(	expect	raf	bc	hes	precious	and	bee	would	probably	loose	his	shit	if	he	saw	them	hurt	him	on
accident,	so	they	simply	go	easy	on	raf)	I	did	most	of	the	bots	for	you,	not	all	since	I	couldn't	come	up	with	something	for	everyone	•You’re	just	play	fighting/wrestling	a	bit,	Raf	is	mostly	being	the	referee	•You	have	Jack	in	a	headlock,	not	a	very	tight	one	but	enough	to	keep	him	mostly	still	•Arcee	basically	starts	physically	separating	the	two	of	you
and	you	and	Jack	are	both	like	“why	are	you	doing	that?	I	was	winning”	•Which	then	sparks	a	bit	of	a	debate	on	who	was	actually	winning	•Miko	tries	to	then	sneakily	tackle	you,	but	you	both	fall	down	and	are	laughing	on	the	floor	•Bulk	is	just	cheering	on	Miko	from	the	side,	since	he	realized	this	was	just	a	game	and	you	were	playing	around
•Ratchet	has	basically	been	standing	by	with	a	first	aid	kit	for	the	past	15	mins,	watching	you	and	the	trouble	trio	go	at	it,	because	he’s	convinced	someone’s	gonna	get	hurt	•Raf	got	a	little	too	close	one	time	and	took	an	elbow	to	the	face	•He	staggered	back	holding	his	nose	and	Bee	was	starting	to	raise	a	fuss	about	it,	but	Raf	convinced	Bee	was
okay	•Optimus	is	kind	of	confused	about	the	whole	thing,	because	“why	would	someone	even	play	fight?”	someone	could	get	hurt	or	something	and	he	doesn’t	want	anyone	to	get	hurt	•He	doesn’t	say	anything	though,	he’s	just	standing	with	Ratchet,	talking	about	how	someone’s	about	to	get	hurt,	and	then	Raf	took	the	elbow	to	the	face	and	Optimus
started	worrying	even	more	•Smokescreen	is	just	like	“yeah,	get	his	ass!”	when	you	and	Jack	are	fighting	•The	whole	thing	eventually	turns	into	an	arm	wrestling	competition,	one	competition	for	humans	and	one	for	the	bots	•Raf	started	taking	bets,	it’s	mostly	snacks	or	something	like	that	though	instead	of	money	279	notes	·	View	notes	simping-
overload	·	a	month	ago	Text	The	Marshall-	PT.	1	/:					,			and		.				@agent-yolk-writes									!											'					:)	:					,		,	,	��	+		:	,	,	,	,	,	,	,		!,		,	/		/	,(/)(/)					&	'				,	,		,			'				'		♡	After	the	recent	Kaiju	attack,	one	of	the	more	brutal	ones	left	your	jaeger	without	an	arm	and	cracked	open	helm,	but	no	dead	pilot	thankfully.	The	Jeager	Program	finally	gave	you	a	2-week
vacation	as	a	sorry.	At	least	you	finally	have	a	chance	to	see	your	little	sisters.	You	haven't	seen	her	since	you	saw	her	off	to	her	new	school	and	that	was	a	year	or	so	ago.	You	wondered	if	she	was	still	the	chaotic	little	girl	she	is.	Now	you	wait	for	her	out	of	school,	in	causal	clothes	to	not	raise	any	eyebrows	of	the	other	waiting	parents.	You	also	had	a
duffle	bag	filled	with	little	trinkets	from	your	missions	not	exactly	legal	but	you'll	most	likely	get	away	with	it.	When	the	school	bell	rings	Miko	is	the	first	one	out	the	door	running	as	if	she's	being	chased.	She	screams	with	joy	when	she	sees	you,	running	up	to	you	and	giving	you	an	absolute	bear	hug,	she	may	be	a	little	girl	but	damn	she's	got	a	grip.
"Your	finally	back!!	Have	you	killed	any	big	monsters?!	I	bet	you	have	killed	so	many—"	You	slap	a	hand	over	Mikos's	mouth,	to	stop	her	from	saying	more	as	you	get	side-glances	from	others.	"There's	a	time	and	place	Miko-	and	school	isn't	one	of	them!"	You	whispered-yell.	Miko's	eyes	lit	up,	yanking	your	hand	off	her	face	and	saying	something	along
the	lines	of	'I	know	a	place!'	Before	dragging	you	off	to	a	green	car	and	pushing	you	into	the	passenger's	seat	while	she	got	in	the	driver.	"Miko,	who's	car	is	this??	You	better	not	be	underaged	driving	or	I	swear—"	"No!	This	is	Bulkhead,	he's	like	a	massive	talking	robot	but	they're	called	cybertronian,	Bulkhead	this	is	my	big	bro	he	fights	big	and
scary	monsters."	"Uhhh...Hi?"	"Howdy?	The	names	(Y/N)	thanks	for	taking	care	of	this	chaotic	little	shit	over	here.	I	hope	she	hasn't	caused	y'all	too	much	trouble	but	question,	how	did	you...cybertronians	get	on	this	planet?	Especially	undetected."	Bulkhead	begins	to	recite	the	past	months	on	the	Earth	as	he	drives	to	God's	know	where.	Miko	pitches
in	a	few	times	telling	off	some	battles	she's	seen.	You	nod	along	as	you	stare	out	the	window.	You	perk	up	when	he	says	Agent	Fowler,	you	know	that	last	name,	his	sister	was	one	of	your	mechanics	for	some	time	being	getting	discharged.	She	was	a	nice	person	to	hang	around.	You	drift	off	into	your	thoughts	while	tuning	into	the	very	complex
situation	now	and	then.	----	Upon	reaching	the	base,	you	were	expecting	there	to	be	more	of	them	but	they	seem	to	be	a	strong	team	if	they	held	out	against	that	army	Bulkhead	mentioned.	Stepping	out	of	the	robot,	you	look	around	at	your	surroundings	seeing	5	different	cybertronian	all	in	varying	colors	and	sizes.	You	also	see	2	human	boys	as	well.
Miko	jumps	excitedly	out	of	the	car,	shouting	to	gain	everyone's	shouting	to	gain	their	attention.	You	were	more	focused	on	the	fact	you	saw	damn	car	transformers	into	a	robot.	You	mumble	a	'holy	shit',	before	turning	back	to	what	Miko	was	saying	when	she	points	at	you.	"This	is	my	older	bro,	(Y/N)	he	fights	huge	aft	monsters!	And	he	fights	them	in
a	huge	robot	too!!	Raptor-	his	Jeager	has	a	kill	count	of	10!"	You	let	a	low	sigh	and	facepalm	internally,	"That	was	supposed	to	be	classified	information	Miko,	but	considering	this	is	also	one	of	the	government's	other	dirty	little	secrets	I	suppose	there's	no	need	for	hiding	it.	Anyway,	I'm	(Y/N)	(L/N),	a	Marshall	of	the	Pan	Pacific	Defense	Corps,	aka
PPDC,	I	pilot	the	Mark-3	Raptor	Jeager,	basically,	I	fight	monsters	for	a	living.	If	you	have	any	questions	or	concerns	go	ahead	and	ask	now	if	Miko	hasn't	told	you	everything	already."	84	notes	·	View	notes	Note	Tfp	Arcee,	Cliffjumper	and	Airachnid	reaction	to	their	bot	s/o	who	was	believed	to	dead	landing	on	earth?	If	you	can't,	I	understand.	Have	a
good	day/night!!!	For	sure!	Thank	you	for	sending	in	a	request,	and	for	being	patient	while	I	got	to	it
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